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Chapter$1.$ Introduction$

As an educator and technologist I believe that educational web-based and 

Internet-enabled online services and technologies offer great promise in helping 

to usher in new ways of fostering engagement and collaboration in and out of 

the classroom.  Since the arrival of the Apple iPad in 2010 educators have been 

excited by the potential of incorporating learning applications into the classroom 

on a device that promises mobility and personalisation like no other educational 

technology before it. To date there has been limited research into the potential 

pedagogic benefits and implications of using mobile devices such as iPads in 

the learning environment. Studies have tended to focus on the implications for 

educators in successfully integrating iPads as hardware into learning 

environments and thereafter how functionality may be harnessed alongside 

educational applications to benefit traditional classroom-based teaching. The 

potential of the device as a mobile learning platform alongside location-aware 

affordances such as GPS, WiFi and mapping has seen increased interest in 

using devices such as iPads along with augmented reality and situated learning 

applications - allowing learning to take place on-the-move, out with physical 

constraints of traditional classroom settings, offering the potential to engage 

students using experiential and situated learning frameworks. Learner 

personalisation of mobile devices along with their unique technological 

affordances offers learners the capability to have access to always-on content 

and toolsets that liberate them from physical locations as well as provide them 

with collaboration and content creation tools that may be accessed anytime and 

anyplace. Instructional designers can then leverage these capabilities to create 

learning experiences that meet learners on their own turf, stimulating a sense of 
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ownership and co-creation of learning as learners increasingly access, reflect 

on and share content and learning in multiple scenarios and settings.  

 

Alongside the advent of increasingly sophisticated mobile computing platforms 

such as the iPad there has been a rise in research and interest in the use of 

digital games-based learning within education. Underlying principles of digital 

games-based learning seek to tap into the affinity that gamers have with 

gaming environments and to harness the dedication and motivation that gamers 

display while engaged in gaming activities, bringing that motivation into 

educational settings and appealing to learner’s affinity with games and gaming 

dynamics.  

 

My research has been motivated by a design-based research approach and 

seeks to design an educational intervention that incorporates a games-based 

learning initiative using the iPad as a mobile and situated device. The learning 

environment is Changchun American International School an International 

Baccalaureate (IB) K12 school in Changchun, Jilin Province, China. My role as 

a technology teacher and researcher allowed me to develop a close teacher 

relationship with students while at the same time affording me unique access as 

a researcher within a DBR approach to successfully run several design 

iterations alongside the capability to fine tune those designs as the intervention 

progressed, all the while referring to the literature and to potential design 

principles of situated games-based learning using mobile devices inside and 

outside of the classroom.  Students were grade 7 within a K12 setting. Students 

were studying an IB unit of inquiry with the key unit question being ‘Technology 

in the Built Environment’. Following an inquiry-led approach students’ aims and 
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objectives are to understand more about the world we live in and in the unit 

under study investigate technology as it is used in the environment, specifically 

within the setting of the school environment, which was to become the situated 

location of the study. Students used the ARIS app (arisgames.org) developed 

by the University of Wisconsin Madison that allows users to explore the 

environment via GPS location and QR (Quick Response) codes. ARIS allows 

students to follow a set of instructions and in-app interactions allowing them to 

explore and collaborate as they perform tasks and gather data. Each student 

had their own iPad which was used throughout the intervention. 

 

The research sought to learn more about the technological affordances of the 

iPad when used with games-based apps and within a situated games-based 

learning initiative. The research specifically seeks to understand whether 

authentic and situated learning can be achieved through students ability to work 

in a games-based framework while enjoying freedom to explore content and 

scenarios out with the classroom setting, situated in the environment and 

collaborating in a form of community of inquiry, often self-directed and following 

distinctive personalised pathways through the learning. A story-based narrative 

was created which placed students - via the ARIS iPad app and game - into a 

fictional setting tasked with making discoveries and gathering relevant data.      

 

1.1. Research$question$and$method$
 

The guiding research question and purpose of this study has been discovering 

whether the affordances of iPads and games-based learning applications can 

be harnessed to allow for the creation of situated learning experiences, offering 

opportunities for students to learn in self-directed and personalized ways, 
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helping to foster potential apprenticeship models of learning in and out of the 

classroom. 

 

The method of research for this study has followed a Design-Based Research 

(DBR) approach seeking to use an iterative design method and intervention run 

over four distinct phases. Each design iteration allowed me as the researcher 

and instructional designer the capability to evolve the research while also 

paying attention to relevant principles from the literature that guided changes 

and alterations to the learning design over time. Followed a design-based 

research approach my study has sought to understand the design of situated 

learning experiences via an iterative design and research cycle. Throughout the 

research I have continually been mindful of principles and frameworks based on 

literature in the field and have sought to gain insight into how research and 

findings of the literature alongside examples of situated learning may impact my 

study and point the way to future design principles or frameworks for the 

successful use of mobile and situated technologies in learning contexts. The 

research took place over 4 weeks with a design iteration taking place in each 

week. The ways in which mobile learners may interact with learning designs 

and educational technologies alongside new and emerging paradigms of 

instruction all point the way to an exciting instructional future. 

 

1.2. Limitations.$
 

This research was limited in scope and focused on a single classroom whose 

students were somewhat new to the use of iPads and games-based learning. A 

small class size and short research study duration meant that limited data was 

gathered. A wider study involving other subject areas or institutions is 
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recommended to gather data through further experimental games-based and 

situated research designs. I sought throughout the research to create robust 

opportunities to maximize the time students spent using the ARIS application 

and the time spent across campus dedicated to games-based tasks and 

content gathering. By engaging students as much as possible with situated 

experiential group tasks I sought to increase the opportunity for data gathering 

and observation. The qualitative nature of my study required the analysis and 

interpretation of observation notes as well as surveys and multimedia content. 

Further studies may seek to increase data gathering or include closer study of 

in-app interaction as well as time spent on mobile devices versus time spent 

engaged in interactive or location based tasks. 

 

The use of mobile devices across schools is in it’s infancy and it is expected 

that over time opportunities to harness location-based services, GPS systems 

and new location and context-aware interactive technologies will play pivotal 

roles in the potential for games-based education and situated learning activities 

to shape the educational landscape. As the research study took place in China 

which has a separate GPS system some technical functionality of the ARIS 

application relating to GPS satellite location of game players was not utilised for 

the purposes of this study, instead the QR code functionality was used 

extensively instead. In further studies with ARIS it would be expected that GPS 

location functionality would hold the potential for increased flexibility and 

interaction within game designs based on user location. 
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1.3. Summary$of$the$research.$
 

Iteration 1. 

The first iteration of the research saw preparation of the ARIS games-based 

application upon which a fictional games-based narrative and set of tasks was 

created. Students were instructed to download the ARIS app to their iPads and 

were briefed on the fictional narrative before being given instructions on how to 

proceed. Using iPads students set off around the school campus to locate QR 

codes and interact with virtual characters that would lead them to clues and 

further tasks. Students key aims at this point were to gather specific technology 

items from around the school.  

 

Iteration 2. 

The second iteration of the study introduced the students to more interactive 

qualities of the ARIS app where they were tasked with locating and interacting 

with virtual characters that would provide further instructions and tasks. Within 

this iteration students were required to gather content in the form of in-app 

notes and to therefore reflect further the learning and discovery that was taking 

place.   

 

Iteration 3. 

The third iteration required students to gather more significant data and to 

collaborate more fully in teams to achieve goals in order to provide more 

substantial interaction with the environment and real individuals in the school 

community. Students were instructed to locate virtual characters as well as key 

school staff in order to document technology use in the environment. They used 

the iPad as a content creation and gathering device alongside guidance via the 
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ARIS app and inherent instructional game dynamics. A key aim of this iteration 

was to foster collaboration, experiential play and self-directed learning.  

 

Iteration 4 

In the fourth iteration students were given the task of creating their own ARIS 

game chapter using the ARIS web editor - the main online environment for 

authoring game and location-based content for the ARIS app. Students 

remained in teams though now were able to apply their combined knowledge as 

ARIS players in the previous iterations in order to create a game of their own 

within the same learning and narrative context. The research at this stage 

sought to discover how the situated nature of the prior learning fostered a form 

of apprenticeship amongst students with peers in group settings teaching each 

other how to build a successful ARIS game chapter using the online editor 

interface.   

Each stage of this study has been instrumental in offering me further insight into 

the potential of mobile games-based learning using iPads in and out of the 

classroom and the opportunity to increase collaboration, engagement and 

motivation amongst learners while offering authentic situated learning 

opportunities as learners engage in self-directed and experiential learning. My 

research has explored background literature and research and has identified 

core principles of technological affordances of mobile devices, games-based 

learning and situated learning. Through identification with the literature 

throughout the design iterations it was possible to identify key principles for 

instructional designers and educators that may form the building blocks of a 

future model or instructional framework intended to be used by educators and 
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designers wishing to run games-bases, mobile and situated learning projects. 

My research identified three key principles of design forming a potential model. 

Proposed model and principles of games-based situated and mobile learning 

1. Gameplay: Motivation and Engagement 

o Affinity Space 

o Narrative 

o Play 

2. Technological Affordances of Mobile Devices 

o Learning flow 

o Social Activity and Interaction 

o On-the-move 

3. Situated Learning 

o Location-based 

o Meaning-making 

o Apprenticeship 

o Virtual and real-world interplay  

 

1.4. Significance$of$Findings$
!

The significance of the findings of the research points the way towards a 

greater understanding of how educators and instructional designers may create 

authentic, experiential and situated learning outside of classrooms while 

interfacing with the affordances of mobile devices such as iPads. It is clear that 

with device in-hand learners become co-creators of their own learning 

experiences when their learning has been designed to allow for personalised 

and engaging experiences that seek to place learning within the environment 
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while at the same time creating collaborative and stimulating spaces for 

learners to explore and play via games-based approaches.  

As technology advances, ushering in new possibilities for mobile, always-on 

access to learning resources, content and games in parallel with the advent of 

wearable computing there will be corresponding opportunities for educators and 

designers to leverage the affordances of devices and specialised applications to 

move learning into the environment and into the community. Situated learning 

experiences and games-based opportunities will increase across educational 

sectors as technology offers the potential to create truly personalised and 

meaningful experiences for learners. This research has discovered that 

increased engagement and autonomy amongst learners is achieved when 

meeting learners on their own turf, tapping into the affinity space of gaming 

culture while at the same time creating relevant and meaningful learning tasks 

that place the learners alongside knowledge in the community, enhancing 

authenticity and relevance of the overall learning experience.  

My research has highlighted key principles of games-based and situated mobile 

learning alongside the potential for educators and instructional designers to 

harness mobile technologies within and outside the classroom in order to create 

meaningful and engaging instructional experiences. The use of a DBR 

approach as a method of instigating and running educational research has 

highlighted the importance for educators of running research within learning 

environments while simultaneously attempting to  implement principles, models 

and theories in situ where they can be best tested and reflected upon by 

educators. 

!
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Chapter$2.$ Literature$Review$

2.1. Promise$of$Educational$Technology$

!
“They [teachers] give the pupils something to do, not something to learn; and 

the doing is of such a nature as to demand thinking, or the intentional noting of 

connections; learning naturally results” (Dewey, 1916:229) 

 

Few studies have looked specifically at the potential of the iPad as a 

transformational device (Burden, Hopkins, Male, Martin, & Trala, 2012) and it's 

affordances for games-based mobile learning. The unique affordances of the 

device (Churchill, Fox, & King, 2012) as well as latest research on games-

based learning (Shoukry, Sturm, & Galal-Edeen, 2012) point towards the 

creation of  teaching and learning environments where ubiquitous access as 

well as truly situated and m-learning (mobile learning) (Melhuish & Falloon, 

2010) might take place offers a rich new area for further research and study. 

Studies in the fields of situated learning and situated cognition (Lave & Wenger, 

1991) point the way towards understanding how these theories are applicable in 

today’s world of wearable computing and always-on, permanently accessible 

devices (Norman, 2013) alongside project and experiential  learning (Lave & 

Wenger, 1998) that creates the potential for truly mobile connected learners 

and the promise of higher levels of engagement and collaboration combined 

with personalised use of iPads for learning (Murray & Olcese, 2011).  

 

Work by Mahn (Mahn, 2012) looks at Vygotsky’s work and study of children’s 

meaning-making process. Key to Vygotsky’s theories is the social context of 

meaning-making and children’s innate speaking and thinking systems and how 
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meaning is created through language, with further focus specifically on the 

place of speech and thinking in social interactions. The socio-cultural context in 

which the learner is exposed to content, for example in a classroom setting, 

reflects how the student will make meaning as defined by Vygotsky in relation to 

his idea that children construct knowledge from their interactions with others. 

Vygotsky’s (1980) work is important for our understanding of ways in which we 

might harness the power of mobile devices in social learning scenarios and 

beyond. Vygotsky’s (1980) work looks at meaning-making in social and cultural 

contexts and posits that learner’s understanding is rooted in deeply personal 

and meaningful scenarios, often linked to real world problems and issues, in 

essence forms of experiential learning. 

 

Technology has long promised to enhance and revolutionise education and 

cognitive understanding of how humans learn (Halverson & Smith, 2010), 

(Gardner, 1987). The fields of psychology and cognition have grappled with and 

understand how technologies might hold the potential to radically shift our 

perception of learning and thinking. The advent of the computer has seen a shift 

from behaviorist views of learning towards cognitive models of how we perceive 

and interact with the world and it’s information. Theories relating to how mental 

process and activities are stored, accessed and manipulated in the mind have 

evolved over time and as Gardner (1987) discusses have continually interacted 

with ideas of how intuitive and subjective human thought and thinking 

processes operate, particularly when compared to computation or when allied 

to computer technologies per se. The diversity, power and reach of 21st century 

computing and information processing (“Moore’s Law at 40: Happy birthday | 

The Economist,” n.d.) places before us a range of technological models of how 
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we think and learn. Categorisations of different types of thinking and of mind 

(Gardner, 1987) suggest that developments in technology will inevitably afford 

learners a variety of 21st century thinking processes and models of learning.  

 

2.2. Connected$Learners$

Technology spread and uptake in schools in recent years has seen a huge rise 

in the numbers and types of digital and online tools and services becoming 

available for teachers and students to use in their learning (Halverson & Smith, 

2010:49). There is much optimism for the potential of technologies in the 

classroom to enhance teaching and learning and in recent years there has been 

a drive for ever greater numbers of computers and hardware devices in schools 

(Cuban, Kirkpatrick, & Peck, 2001).  Since the turn of the century there has 

been a corresponding spread of 1:1 laptops and other devices in schools 

(Weston & Bain, 2010) alongside large budgets and governmental and societal 

push to place devices into the hands of learners. In parallel the development of 

theories such as that of the ‘digital native’ (Prensky, 2001) and other 

frameworks that inform how young learners, born into networked societies 

(Castells, 2011) adapt and utilize technologies for themselves, have been 

instrumental in pushing forward the idea of the connected 21st century learner 

(Prensky, 2006), (Johnson et al., 2013). As we move towards ubiquitous 1:1, 

mobile and always-on, always-with-us devices, along with the advent of 

wearable computing (Norman, 2013) learners grow ever more accustomed to 

having access to learning materials and opportunities in ever more accessible 

ways.  
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2.3. iPads$and$Learning$

In the last several years we have seen waves of technological change in 

schools within a social environment of increasingly disruptive technologies 

(Conole, de Laat, Dillon, & Darby, 2008). Into this landscape in 2010 came the 

iPad, a groundbreaking mobile tablet device from Apple Inc. that promised to 

radically alter the way in which we interact with computers and consume digital 

information. Into this environment came a rush of hundreds of thousands of 

apps, from games and utilities to location-based services and educational tools. 

Several studies have focused on the introduction of the device into schools. The 

extensive iPad Scotland Evaluation (Burden et al., 2012) looked at key issues 

including pedagogy and teaching with the device as well as parental views 

alongside management and professional development issues of using the 

device as an educational tool. The Scottish study's key focus centred around 

the impact of the iPad on teaching and learning and frameworks that might be 

used to help its introduction in schools, such as the transformational model 

SAMR (Puentedura, 2010). 

 

Studies have focused on uses inside the classroom (Carr, 2012) and the ability 

of the device to augment traditional tasks and assignments (Squire et al., 2007). 

Potential benefits to literacy and numeracy or cross-curricular potential 

highlighted by Burden et al. (2012:95) point towards transformational uses and 

scenarios including learning potential in areas such art classes and using video 

to produce learning artefacts. A study by Melhuish and Falloon (2010) looked at 

the potential of iPads for personalisation of learning and it's capability as a 

cross-curricular tool. Newer studies point towards mobile devices and their 

potential as location-aware and location-based devices using tools such as 
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ARIS developed by the University of Wisconsin Madison (Gagnon, 2010) and 

how the affordances of GPS and other location-aware functionality is being 

harnessed in educational apps to incorporate games-based dynamics into 

learning scenarios. A study by Valstad and Rydland (2010) looked at the 

potential pedagogic benefits of iPad use in Norwegian schools and discusses 

the potential of on-the-move note taking, content creation, and video editing as 

enhancing instructional capabilities in and out of the classroom.  A government 

of Alberta study (Alberta Education, 2012:17) points towards individualised 

learning pathways afforded by a combination of tailored apps allowing:  

 

• Continual access to students work and that of others, enhancing student 

choice of where and when to work;  

• Student ownership of their learning; and  

• Student involvement in selection of apps. (Alberta Education, 2012:17) 

 

A natural evolution of the opening up of instruction and instructional design 

through educators’ use of iPads and mobile devices is the shift towards a 

participatory process involving negotiation between teacher and learner with the 

device as nexus or platform upon which new forms of meaning making and 

learning can take place. For educators to create effective constructivist and 

inquiry-based learning there is a need to understand more fully the potential of 

new technologies in creating authentic learning opportunities.  

 

2.4. Technological$Affordances$

This study seeks to understand the affordances (Greeno, 1994) that may be 

evident in the use of iPads in a game-based scenario. Gibson’s work on 
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affordances (Gibson, 1977) highlights the perceptual and cognitive interactions 

between people and their experienced environment; in particular he helped 

describe a theory of affordances that takes an ecological view in relation to our 

engagement with the environment and specificity of object or domain 

interactions and their relevance to meaning making. Gibson’s view of 

affordances is linked to our perception of how we intend to act on the 

environment and the immediate effects of our actions and perceptions in unison 

with our surroundings and that of an object at hand. His theories lead 

specifically to a greater understanding of how we perceive the affordances of an 

object, what the object itself affords and the possibility to gather the value and 

meaning of objects directly from our relationships with those objects and what 

the object may or may not allow us to achieve thereafter in our interactions with 

it.  

 

This leads us to further work by Norman (Norman, 1999) discussing the 

interplay between perceived affordances of physical objects and digital 

products, or screen-base products. Norman looked at how real affordances of 

physical objects differ from those of screen-based systems in that screen-

based, or Human Computer Interaction (HCI) introduces a separate realm of 

interaction and perception, a fluid and distinct set of interactions between the 

user and a particular software system (Norman, 1988). Norman’s work 

introduces us to the complexities of interactions between on-screen 

representations, screen layouts, physical properties of computer systems and 

the logic behind designers’ creation of environments of affordance and choice 

for the user, limiting or enhancing potential interactions and constraints in 

achieving user goals.  Such insights into perceptual affordances and the design 
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of complex systems and interfaces leads us towards the further consideration of 

tablet use and the advent of mobile touch screen devices (Kay et al., 2006). 

Gibson and Norman’s work leads us to consider current research and thinking 

alongside the natural development of interfaces and modalities that blur the 

distinction between perception, device and affordance of device plus intended 

application for learning and meaning making.  

 

Studies by Kay et al. (2006) highlight the growing use of educational 

technologies and computing amongst K12 learners and discusses how prior 

knowledge and exposure to technology affordances affects student use of 

educational software. This study looked at discrepancies of affordances 

perceived by learners in some early Flash-based education instructional tools 

versus student perception, exposure and familiarity with gaming worlds and 

other social uses of computing (Kay et al., 2006:206). Here there was a noted 

distinction between what users may perceive as being valuable affordances – 

gaming interfaces for example among K12 learners, for fun and social 

interaction – and the affordances of productivity interfaces for work and 

learning. A gap is highlighted between young learners and their notions or 

experience with technology, and specifically educational technologies within 

evolving paradigms of interaction design and interactive systems for learning.  

 

A study by Lai (Lai, Yang, Chen, Ho, & Chan, 2007) highlights the place of 

experiential learning and new technologies. The study focused particularly on 

the introduction of PDAs into an elementary school classroom, looking closely 

at mobile technology affordances and the interactions inherent between these 

affordances and specifics of instructional design. In particular the study 

developed a ‘learning flow’ which sought to support field trips using devices into 
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six categories: Photo taking; Sensory experience; Further observation; 

Comparison; Question proposition; Final report (Lai et al., 2007:328). The study 

observed better results from participants and based conclusions on the fact that 

those using PDAs were capable of complex interactions with subjects through 

technology affordances such as on-board cameras and other tools. The study 

pointed towards knowledge creation and productivity processes that were 

enhanced through interactions with technology devices (PDAs) used for 

learning purposes.  

 

A study carried out by Churchill (Churchill & Churchill, 2008) into the 

affordances of mobile devices looked similarly at the potential benefits of 

devices and whether there could be identified common affordances of the 

device that may benefit the learning process. These were identified as 

multimedia access tools; connectivity tool; capture tool; representational tool; 

and analytical tool (Churchill & Churchill, 2008:1443). Further work by Churchill 

(Churchill et al., 2012) has begun to look into teacher’s views on the 

affordances of iPads in the classroom in a long term study in Hong Kong 

specifically looking at the private theories of teachers, highlighting the 

importance of the link between educators explicitly held beliefs of a given 

educational technology and how it might be used for learning, and thereafter 

whether such perceived affordances indeed transfer to students use of the 

technologies and how the device’s technical capabilities relate to the potential 

of the educational apps running on those devices.   
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2.5. Learning$theories$and$technology$

In the constructivist model of knowledge creation learning is developed through 

our experiences and in particular our experiences over time in context with 

previous experiences – one model of reality building upon the next through a 

complex set of connections made by the learner (Liu & Matthews, 2005). An 

understanding of meaning-making using technology (Valstad & Rydland, 2010) 

is a key factor in our aim to understand how technology enhanced learning is 

influenced by emerging tools such as iPads and mobile devices. 

 

Vygotsky’s key work (Vygotsky, 1978) on the relationships between learning 

and development evolved theories of social constructivism and the importance 

of social context alongside the active and fluid nature of knowledge 

construction. Vygotsky looked at how learner’s successfully complete tasks and 

how this then in turn leads to the potential to complete more challenging tasks – 

the basis of these ideas formed his key theories around the Zone of Proximal 

Development (Vygotsky, 1980). Vygotsky’s idea of the Zone of Proximal 

Development (ZPD) is key in understanding the role of scaffolding and 

collaboration in social learning contexts; learners can improve on their individual 

potentials when aligned with peers and teachers in order to solve problems.  

 

John Dewey’s work was among the first to highlight the concept of “learning by 

doing”. Dewey discussed that the student should not be subjected merely to 

rote style learning, or the imposition of learning from the teacher towards the 

passive student; in Dewey’s view the student should become an active 

participant in their learning. These ideas have been evolved over time through 

different studies and evolved into the area of learning now defined as Project-
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based learning (PBL). It is of key importance to our research that we consider 

front and center a model of learning which incorporates digital tools and the 

capability of learners to learn while doing and where active participation in 

learning and tasks leads to collaborative and creative authentic learning 

opportunities, often leading to a product or other artifact created by learners. 

Blumenfeld (Blumenfeld et al., 1991) discusses learning journeys by students 

where investigation and collaboration are paramount, a process of learning 

where sharing and co-creation of knowledge is followed up by artifacts and 

project outcomes.      

 

Concepts of learning which center around ideas of the constructivist view of the 

social construction of knowledge lead us to consider work in the field of situated 

learning. Work by Lave and Wenger (Lave & Wenger, 1991) on situated 

learning posits that learning takes place in the same context that it is applied. 

Researchers such as James Paul Gee (Gee, 2003) have linked situated 

learning with an emergent discourse into how video games-based learning 

opens up new forms of authentic learning incorporating social and cognitive 

learning principles. John Seely Brown (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989) 

discusses how learning and cognition are situated and how activities and 

situations are as integral to cognitive processes as to what is being learned.  

 

Gee discusses that knowing and knowledge creation are part of a process of 

experiential discovery and accumulation. That immersion in learning, 

accompanied by guidance is key in how learners can learn from and be a part 

of rich, diverse games-based environments for learning (Gee, 2008). It is this 

diversity and potential for unique and compelling situated experiences that are 

the essence of the type of games-based learning I hope to uncover through this 
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study. Games-based studies point towards potential for allowing educators and 

game designers the ability to construct rich and meaningful learning 

experiences that can be situated in meaningful contexts (Gee, 2008) 

 

In an overview of authentic learning Lombardi (2007) discusses how technology 

can assist in creating opportunities for role playing alongside the importance of 

investigation and relevance in the experiences of learners as well as the part 

played in creating, collaborating and reflecting on learning within authentic 

settings and scenarios (Lombardi, 2007:3). The importance here is the 

emphasis on the experiential nature of project-based and collaborative, 

authentic and real-world settings and scenarios. In this study I will seek to look 

closely at the part played by mobile devices in providing students with the 

capability to make connections and develop richer explorations of subject 

material through immersive play.  

 

Watson and Ogle (2013) discuss a ‘pedagogy of things’ and a potential future 

learning landscape rooted in the world of everyday things and experience 

where students may, through the skillful use of connected mobile devices, tap 

into data offered by a wide range of situated tools, services and access points – 

whether this is through augmented reality (AR), embedded audio and video, 

simulations, virtual reality (VR), Near Field Communications (NFC), QR codes 

and other triggers for instigating learning opportunities, the end result is the 

opportunity for learning to be moved to the every day world of the learner. 

Squire and Klopfer (Kurt Squire & Klopfer, 2007) discuss the shift from desktop 

and laptop computing to handheld devices and potential affordances in the 

learning environment, highlighting potential educational benefits: 
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• Portability 

• Social interactivity 

• Context sensitivity 

• Connectivity 

• Individuality  

(Kurt Squire & Klopfer, 2007:3) 

 

The movement of learning into the environment and out of the classroom offers 

the potential to transform learning as the learning design becomes part of a 

solid framework that takes into account learning theory, technological 

affordances of new mobile devices alongside situated learning opportunities 

and the embedding of learning within rich project and experiential activities.  

 

2.6. GamesBbased$learning$

Traxler (Traxler, 2010) discusses mobile devices, such as the iPod being used 

to blur the distinction between work and private spaces, in other words the 

embedding of content into conversations and always-on connected daily 

discourse which radically alter the notion of space, time and place of learners. 

Access via mobile devices to a wide range of complimentary Web 2.0 

technologies and services promises to take learning out of the classroom as 

well as alter our notions of knowledge ownership and the place of data and 

information in the physical world (Specht, Ternier, & Greller, 2011).  

 

The emergence of platforms and devices such as iPads and smartphones 

alongside evolving theories of situated learning and constructivist models of the 

social construction of knowledge leads us to the potential of games-based 
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learning and the affordances of devices and applications in offering educators 

and instructional designers the potential to incorporate gaming and play into 

learning experiences. Barab (Barab, Thomas, Dodge, Carteaux, & Tuzun, 

2005:89) describes a new way of collaborating and knowing within a model that 

allows learners the capability to leverage their environment alongside learning 

experiences: “A participatory framework that stresses hands-on action and 

reflection as components central to the learning process, while treating context 

as co-determinant of meaning”. 

 

Much research points towards the importance of creating active learning 

experiences where the learner is capable of embarking upon learning tasks and 

inquiry-based learning journeys that may be modified and that involve some 

type of hands-on experimental and interactive engagement with tasks (Barab et 

al., 2005). The emergence of MUVEs (Multi User Virtual Environments) into the 

gaming world has opened up the potential for understanding games via 

complex phenomena and interaction that in this type of domain may include 

solving quests, designing virtual objects, interacting with virtual characters, 

participating in online discussion and running virtual businesses, all within 

expansive and immersive virtual worlds (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010). The role 

playing potential of immersive online worlds in the shaping of learners views of 

how they interact with and make sense of those worlds highlights the potential, 

through gaming dynamics, to tap into the rich and imaginative world of today’s 

learners and gamers (Gee, 2003).  

 

In the context of my research it will be important to focus on emotional 

engagement within situated learning contexts, where the emphasis is on doing, 

as well in the anticipation of users needs and the construction of shared 
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solutions to those needs. It is important to create context for the learner, a 

space where learner imagination may be stimulated and where narrative can be 

introduced in a localized and meaningful way, a way in which a layered 

construction of knowledge may take place (Gee, 2008). There is a need to 

frame the experience for the learner (Squire, 2013), structuring challenges is 

key to effectively propelling learners through an experience while also helping 

to develop correct understanding of the content or tasks at hand (Squire, 2006). 

Developing a narrative and immersive environment is therefore an important 

stage in the creation of a believable and compelling world within which actions 

carried out by game-players become integral to progress but also key stages in 

the development and growth of knowledge – either of the game world and 

narrative or of specific terminology, data sets or artifacts that make up that 

world (Squire, 2006). Gee (2008) discusses the relationship between language 

and verbal understandings involved in traditional learning environments versus 

the ways that understanding is impacted when in a situated environment, one in 

which context and meaning may be facilitated by digital technologies and where 

understanding may be of a higher value when knowledge is placed in situated 

and games-based settings. Gee (2008) empathizes the importance of 

scaffolding and guidance and their role in a well designed interactive learning 

system, as well as the importance of creating environments where learners are 

keen to achieve and learn while enjoying themselves, and therein allowing the 

potential for forms of deep learning (Gee, 2005) to take place.  

 

The affordances of games-based applications and services allow learners to 

acquire and develop skills that help them to become problem-solvers both at 

school and in the wider community, these new ways of thinking and doing are 
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becoming paramount in a changing and evolving educational and societal 

landscape where change is constant and where students are immersed in an 

ever expanding environment of tools, games, augmented realities and new 

learning interfaces (Klopfer & Yoon, 2004). Through games-based tools 

learners gain the capability to construct their own realities and pathways, 

building bridges between disciplines and skillsets and combining new ways of 

navigating and understanding media and content through familiar interfaces and 

structured game-play realms, incorporating wide toolsets and potential 

environments within which to use these new toolsets (Gee, 2008). The principle 

of apprenticeship is one which is inherent in many digital video games and is a 

concept long held in the fields of situated cognition (Lave & Wenger, 1991); a 

process of allowing a learner the ability to learn from a peer or a more 

respected or knowledgeable member of a learning community or community of 

practice is a powerful method of offering learners the capability of scaffolding 

knowledge and experience between one another and is a key component of 

many digital games-based learning environments (Steinkuehler, 2004).  

 

2.7. Towards$a$model$of$situated$and$gamesBbased$learning$

 

This literature review has so far focused on a wide range of important theories 

and principles within the fields of games-based learning, learning theory and the 

technological affordances of mobile devices and other technologies used for 

instruction. A key focus of this research study will be the potential creation of a 

framework or set of principles for instructional designers and educators of how 

such games-based and situated instructional designs are created – mindful of 

the interconnected fields of situated learning, games-based learning and the 
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study of affordances of mobile devices such as iPads. Within this literature 

review several instructional games-based design models can be highlighted 

that may offer insight into any potential design principles emerging from the 

research.  

 

Squire (2013) discusses the importance of games-based learning in the context 

of the design of new approaches and methods of learning that help us to look at 

and create ways of thinking about the world that are new and innovative. Squire 

(2013:109) discusses seven potential games-based learning principles that may 

help to underpin our understanding of what is important in our approach to 

games-based learning design:  

 

• Create emotionally compelling contexts 

• Situate learners in decision-making situations where facts and 

knowledge are drawn on for the purpose of doing 

• Construct challenges that confront and build on users’ preexisting beliefs 

• Construct challenges that lead to productive future understandings 

• Anticipate the users’ experiences from moment-to-moment, providing a 

range of activities to address learners’ needs 

• Invite the learner to participate in constructing the solutions and 

interpretations 

• Embrace the ideologically driven nature of education and training. 

(Squire, 2013:109) 

 

Squire’s model offers a potential framework that links with the situated work of 

my research using ARIS as an augmented gaming platform – students are 
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situated within a rich and immersive story narrative where they gather facts and 

are engaged in doing knowledge-building tasks. This research aims to scaffold 

the learning based upon prior activity via created mobile situations and 

interactions – alongside virtual characters, objects and collectable items. While 

the research anticipates somewhat the direction students might take the 

learning design does not manage this, as Squire highlights, in a moment-to-

moment dynamic (Squire, 2013) – the ARIS location-based game is somewhat 

‘real-time’ providing an alternative engagement method when compared to  

digital video gaming. Instead this study hopes to build a range of activities for 

different needs and at a later stage will create opportunities for student-led and 

co-created missions and learning opportunities. 

 

The GOM (Game Object Model) (Amory, 2006) describes how we can make 

connections as instructional or game designers with pedagogic and game 

elements using ideas borrowed from object orientated (OO) programming 

concepts. Amory and Seagram (2003) create distinctive spaces based on OO 

containers, offering Game Space, Visualisation Space, and Elements Space in 

a nested framework (Amory, 2006:53): 
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!
Figure 2.1 The Game Object Model 

 

!

 

Game Space may be viewed as interfaces such as Play, Exploration, 

Challenges, and Engagement. Visualization space concerns with cognition and 

discovery and goals. Elements space concerns with fun, drama and interaction. 

Problem space concerns with manipulation, logic, critical thinking and 

discovery.  

 

Kiili (Kiili, 2005) discusses a framework that attempts to include both cognitive 

and behavioral activities, which in turn lead to construction of cognitive 

structures through active game play. This model does not include social 

interactions, an important component that my research seeks to incorporate. 

Concepts of flow discussed by Killi may not be relevant as ARIS game players 

are situated in a real world setting, actions and activities happening in relation 
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to interaction with real world objects and not purely a digital world or pathway 

such as those found in video games.  

 

!
Figure 2.2 The experiential gaming model  

 
(Kiili, 2005:18) 

 

Winn (2009) discusses the introduction of a framework for the design of serious 

games for learning called the Design, Play and Experience (DPE) framework. 

Expanding on this framework Winn discusses how theory, content and game 

design overlap (Winn, 2009:3) and at the heart of this overlap there exists 

tension over how designers and educators go about creating valuable and 

compelling learning games that are pedagogically sound as well as capable of 

promoting advanced forms of learning. The DPE framework moves out from the 

design phase to the play stage ultimately towards the experience stage, where 

the player experiences some unique and challenging content or activity. Winn 

expands to describe an iterative design phase that revolves around a design-

prototype-playtest model that allows the designer to refine the learner 

experience through testing and gameplay. Three further key elements of Winn’s 

model can be see in Fig. 2.3 that include Learning, Storytelling and Gameplay 

layers (Winn, 2009:6).  

4. Experiential gaming model

There is a need to form a model that can be used in designing and analysing educational games.
Amory and Seagram (2003) have tried to integrate educational theory and game design aspects but
the models that they have presented are too superficial and do not take gameplay and flow theory
into account. In this section, an experiential gaming model (Fig. 3) is presented. The main purpose
of the model is to link gameplay with experiential learning in order to facilitate flow experience. The
model describes learning as a cyclic process through direct experience in the game world. Both
constructivist (Phillips, 1995) and pragmatist (Kivinen & Ristelä, 2003) views of learning are
adopted. The model stresses that activity that is necessary for learning is not merely cognitive but
also behavioural. Thus, learning is defined as a construction of cognitive structures through action or
practice in the game world. The model is not concerned with the role of social interaction in
learning.

The experiential gaming model consists of an ideation loop, an experience loop and a challenge
bank. The operational principle of the model can be derived from the human blood-vascular system.
The challenges based on educational objectives form the heart of the model. The task of the heart is to
sustain the motivation and engagement of the player by pumping appropriate challenges to him or her.
To overcome the challenges, a player generates solutions in the ideation loop reflecting lesser
circulation. Generation of solutions is divided into a preinvative idea generation (Finke, Ward, &
Smith, 1992) and idea generation. Preinvative idea generation refers to primary creativity (Maslow,
1963) and can be described as an unstructured and chaotic phase resembling the play of children.
According to Finke et al. (1992) the generation of preinvative structures may be successfully
undertaken without considering the constraints of the system and hopefully lead to innovative
solutions. After the preinvative phase a player further develops solutions by considering the
constraints and available resources of the game world. The ideation process is most fruitful if it is
performed in groups.

Fig. 3. Experiential gaming model.

K. Kiili / Internet and Higher Education 8 (2005) 13–2418
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!
Figure 2.3 Expanded DPE Framework 

!
 

Balancing levels of difficulty and levels of reward are unique in a purely digital 

game; within a hybrid, situated and augmented setting we can use the 

classroom setting to link games-based activities with classroom-based, 

collaborative, peer-peer and teacher-led activities – these activities can remain 

games-based, or become enhanced group and individual activities which are 

stimulated by the in-situ and situated activities that have come before. In this 

context the game becomes an expansive interplay between the real world and 

the game world, or metagame (Gee and Hayes in Steinkuehler, Squire, & 

Barab, 2012:129). The game canvas expands to include both the immediate 

physical environment as well as classroom and non-school environments – 

tasks that the student may accomplish at home, a form of flipped classroom 

(Baker, 2000) dynamic, greatly extending the situated and constructivist nature 

of the learning potential, tapping into a connectivist (Downes, 2008) model of 

nodes, sources of knowledge, connection making – with the augmented 

situated game-design model sitting at the center of the teacher or learning 

designer’s efforts.  
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A model developed through an iterative design-test-analyse-refine cycle 

(Kearney, Schuck, Burden, & Aubusson, 2012:3) seeks to understand distinct 

mobile pedagogy features which includes the key features of Personalisation, 

Authenticity and Collaboration (Kearney et al., 2012:7) can can be see in Fig. 

2.4 

!
Figure 2.4 Pedagogical framework for mobile learning 

 

The framework developed by Kearney et al. (2012) points towards a set of 

principles that my research seeks to uncover through a design-based research 

initiative that focuses on several design and learning iterations involving mobile 

games-based learning. As the researcher I have sought to discover more about 

the relationship between authentic learning scenarios and how they may be 

created in order to take advantage of mobile devices alongside games-based 

tools.  

11/23/13 Kearney

www.researchinlearningtechnology.net/index.php/rlt/rt/printerFriendly/14406/html 6/12

other  sections  of  the  framework  were  subsequently  refined.  Our  critical  friend  critiqued  our  use  of  a  “third
space”  theme  (Kearney,  Schuck,  and  Burden  2010)  and  suggested  that  this  might  be  a  distraction  to  the  main
focus  of  presenting  the  three  pedagogical  constructs.  Also,  two  subsidiary  sub-scales  were  developed  for  each
section  to  more  accurately  pinpoint  critical  features  of  m-learning.  As  part  of  this  final  development,  the
Customisation  scale  was  changed  to  personalisation  in  the  current  framework,  with  sub-scales  of  Agency  and
Customisation.  Similarly,  the  Social  Interactivity  scale  was  changed  to  Collaboration  with  sub-scales  of
Communication  and  Data  Sharing  (see  next  section).  Also,  it  became  evident  that  the  “three  circles”
representation  (see  Figure  5)  above)  caused  confusion  regarding  “intersecting  sections”  and  consequently,  the
three  scales  have  been  separated  in  the  current  visual  representation  (see  Figure  6).

Figure  6.   Current  framework  comprising  three  distinctive  characteristics  of  m-learning  experiences,  with  sub-
scales.

5.  Current  framework

In  this  section,  we  describe  a  rationale  for  including  personalisation,  authenticity  and  collaboration  as  the  three
distinctive  features  of  m-learning  forming  the  basis  of  our  current  framework,  working  within  our  previously
discussed  conception  of  “time  and  space”.  We  also  have  formulated  two  sub-scales  for  each  of  these  three
constructs,  as  depicted  in  Figure  6)  and  described  in  the  subsequent  sub-sections.  This  current  graphical
representation  now  consists  of  circular  layers,  to  show  the  close,  connected  relationship  between  the  three
constructs  depicted  in  the  inner  “layer”  and  the  six  sub-scales  in  the  outer  layer.  The  bi-directional  arrows  in
the  representation  depict  the  previously  discussed  symbiotic  relationship  between  “Time-Space”  and  m-
learning  features.

5.1  Personalisation

Personalisation,  drawing  on  motivational  theory  (Pintrich  and  Schunk  1996)  and  socio-cultural  theory  (Vygotsky
1978),  has  become  a  corner  stone  of  e-learning.  Key  features  associated  with  personalisation  include  learner
choice,  agency  and  self-regulation  as  well  as  customisation  (McLoughlin  and  Lee  2008).  Learners  can  enjoy  a
high  degree  of  agency  in  appropriately  designed  m-learning  experiences  (Pachler,  Bachmair,  and  Cook  2009).
They  may  have  control  over  the  place  (physical  or  virtual),  pace  and  time  they  learn,  and  can  enjoy  autonomy
over  their  learning  content.  Goals  are  typically  set  by  learners  and  their  peers  (e.g.  some  games).
Furthermore,  the  “just  enough,  just-in-time,  just-for-me”  nature  of  some  m-learning  activities  can  create  a
personalised,  tailored  learning  journey.  M-learning  experiences  can  be  customised  at  both  a  tool  and  activity
level.  Users  enjoy  a  sense  of  intimacy  and  convenience  with  their  personal  devices  and  the  flexible,
autonomous,  often  individually  tailored  activities  lead  to  a  strong  sense  of  ownership  of  one's  learning  (Traxler
2007).  In  this  sense,  activities  are  customised  for  the  learner  to  meet  their  different  learning  styles  and
approaches.  Hence,  we  used  two  sub-scales  (agency  and  customisation)  in  our  analysis  of  personalisation,  as
shown  in  (Table  1).

Table  1. Two  sub-scales  of  the  Personalisation  construct  used  in  our  framework
Scale Sub-scale Low  activity  is: High  activity  is:
PersonalisationAgency  (Pachler,  Bachmair,

and  Cook  2009)
Externally  controlled Negotiated  learning  choices,  for

example,  content,  goals
Customisation  (McLoughlin  and
Lee  2008)

Uniformly  structured,
just-in-case

Tailored;;  just-enough,  just-in-time,
just-for-me
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Chapter$3.$ Research$Design$

3.1. Philosophy,$values$and$assumptions$
!

As a technologist and teacher my research position is one that has been 

influenced through my background working in technology roles as well wide 

ranging experience as a technology teacher across K12 schools. My philosophy 

of research can be broken down into ontological, epistemological and 

methodological understandings about the world around me, my place in it, as 

well as my view of the role of learners within an ever-changing educational and 

technological landscape.  

 

This chapter details my views of research philosophy and goes on to discuss 

more fully the choice of Design-Based Research (DBR) as the chosen 

methodology used throughout this research. This section will go on to discuss 

the data collection methods used as well as provide an overall reflection on how 

the choice of methods impacted the research in practice.  

 

Embarking upon educational research brings into focus research beliefs and 

positions taken by the researcher and is concerned with the nature of research 

and the preferred methods to be used by the researcher in the study of a topic. 

It is necessary to expand upon the nature of epistemology from the perspective 

of the researcher and how the methods, validity and scope of research are 

created and thereafter how assumptions and conclusions may be drawn in a 

particular area of research.    

!
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Guba and Lincoln (2005:164) discuss the paradigms of positivism, post-

positivism, critical theory and constructivism and how they shape the nature of 

research. I shall briefly explain positivism and thereafter elaborate on the 

constructivist philosophy that is central to my own views and understanding of 

the world.  

3.2. Positivism$
$

The positivist worldview tends to hold that reality is stable and can be 

understood and described objectively without need to interact or engage with 

the subject under research; positivists describe subjects under study as being 

inherently isolated with study findings and observations as being repeatable in 

identical scenarios. The positivist approach is regarded as an empirical 

scientific philosophy and contemporarily has given way to the term post-

positivism. Post-positivists state that causes are likely to influence effects and 

outcomes of research and that study and observation are carefully carried out 

on objective reality (Creswell, 2009:6). Post-positivist researchers state a 

worldview and set about gathering evidence to prove or disprove a theory. Data 

therefore becomes the core method of evaluating the observable nature of 

knowledge and how it compares against chosen theories or positions. Post-

positivism therefore is concerned with producing repeatable, objective 

hypothesis, often through quantitative studies that allow for high standards of 

validity and reliability.  

 

For the purposes of this study a positivist framework is too absolute as it offers 

an objectivist view of the world, one that is at odds with my own ontological 

position. My research deals with a wide range of subjective viewpoints, whether 

they encompass the views of the teacher or the learner and also incorporates 
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an interpretive approach in understanding the world through a socially 

constructed lens, whereby the research shall probe subjective, constructed 

reality through qualitative rather than quantitative methods.  I hold an 

interpretivist and post-modern view of the nature of reality and therefore take a 

worldview that posits reality as being understood as it unfolds; within this 

research a constructivist approach will allow for the questioning of social and 

environmental interactions as they take place through a series of learning 

interventions.  

!

3.3. Constructivism$
!

As defined above I hold a strong interpretivist view of knowledge creation 

versus a positivist approach and therefore this research will be conducted 

through a constructivist lens. Within the social constructivist worldview the aim 

is to construct an understanding of the word based upon the creation of 

knowledge orientated around consensus and experience of learners. Individuals 

within this worldview are involved in processes of meaning-making and 

knowledge construction that are complex and often based around negotiation 

and social interaction (Creswell, 2009:8). Kolb’s (Kolb & Fry, 1975) Experiential 

Learning Model (ELM) describes elements of experience, observation, 

reflection and testing as key components of a constructivist framework for 

experiential learning. The constructivist researcher seeks to become involved 

and conversant with modes of communication in and across groups and wishes 

to understand how context, background and setting influences interpretation 

and perception of the world of those being studied.  
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As a researcher holding a constructivist viewpoint I view knowledge as socially 

constructed, our world and our interactions with the world around us allow for 

co-construction of knowledge through interpretation, manipulation and complex 

interactions with multiple realities through and with each other; as learners, 

educators and citizens we are placed within a complex array of intersecting and 

overlapping realities whereby we construct and make meaning through 

interaction and knowledge building based upon unfolding circumstances and 

shifting needs. I am concerned with finding ways to inductively incorporate 

theories and interpretations created through the interactions of learners within 

socially constructed settings, for example within the learning environment of 

classrooms and schools. My ontological and epistemological standpoints 

viewed through the lens of constructivism posit that I am concerned with, 

respectively, local and specifically constructed realities as well as subjectivist 

and constructed findings (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005:168) leading me towards the 

creation and formation of findings embedded within and concerned with the 

context and social realities of those under study. 

 

The constructivist perspective with regards to learning and knowledge creation 

holds that there are multiple pathways and ways of meaning-making, and that 

learners construct complex viewpoints stemming from multiple interactions and 

potentialities within specific learning contexts (Creswell, 2009:10). As a 

researcher, developer and teacher I have been responsible over time for the 

creation of online tools and services used by learners within multiple learning 

scenarios. I am also involved in teaching within the IB (International 

Baccalaureate) teaching framework that seeks to create inquiry-led and 

student-centered teaching and learning allowing complex, socially dynamic and 
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collaborative engagement to emerge as the core learning experience. I view 

learning technologies as enhancing social and collaborative potential within 

learning environments and this viewpoint therefore informs a socially 

constructivist philosophy underpinning my view of the learning process. 

 

As a teacher who is also the researcher in the context of this study I bring to the 

research setting a set of assumptions and experiences regards the nature of 

educational technology, the Internet, online information as well as the 

democratizing and personalization potential of emerging technology tools for 

learning. I have been introducing learning technologies into the learning 

environment for a number of years and therefore hold views that are often 

optimistic and enthusiastic regards potential for impactful and positive 

enhancement of the learning process. My constructivist standpoint influences 

my view that emerging mobile and collaborative technology tools and services 

are ushering in radical changes to the order and hierarchy of teaching in 

schools, and that new technologies allow new forms of social and connected 

experiences, including through the affordances of mobility, collaboration and 

self-directed learning that in turn are flattening (Lindsay & Davis, 2012) the 

learning landscape, allowing learners the capability to engage in connected and 

shared learning (Ito et al., 2013:7) as never before. 

!

!

!

!

!
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3.4. Methodology$
!

This research study is concerned with understanding more about the 

educational design process applied to the design of mobile, games-based and 

situated learning in a K12 setting. As such and due to the potential iterative 

nature and refinement of the design process alongside the need to adapt and 

refine the learning over time using multiple resources, the research 

methodology chosen as a best fit for this study is Design-Based Research 

(DBR). 

 

It is pertinent to briefly discuss why this research hasn’t followed an Action 

Research (AR) approach in its methodology and it is therefore useful to outline 

the traditional focus of Action Research.  Action Research seeks to solve a 

problem often within a community of practice, with groups or individuals seeking 

to solve problems within organisations. Carr and Kemmis (1986) discuss 

individuals improving practice in correlation with the advancement of the setting 

or circumstances of that practice; they discuss AR as being concerned with 

finding ways to improve what takes place within a setting, and in relation to 

educational action research how it is concerned with changes taking place 

directly in the teaching setting.  Participatory Action Research (Kemmis 

&McTaggart, 2005) follows a series of self-reflective cycles involving an iterative 

process whereby the researcher can act on observation through reflection in 

order to understand social practices. While AR can and does incorporate theory 

into these self-reflective cycles and iterations it is more accurate to view AR as 

a change-orientated approach (Baskerville, 1999:9) with characteristics of a 

problem focus and collaboration among participants. While AR then may seek 

to develop a theory alongside research it doesn’t necessarily attempt to 
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incorporate the theory component directly into the research as DBR does, and 

correspondingly my research also seeks to accomplish. Researchers within the 

AR paradigm gain understanding of their practice through specific circumstance 

and move towards understanding how they may transform those practices 

through reflection while embedded in the particular circumstances of the 

research (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005). This differs from DBR which seeks to 

explicitly include theory within the ongoing research as a way of testing and 

gaining direct experience of how a model or set of principles may stand up in 

practice. In this way DBR seeks to – through an iterative design process – 

change the design as well as potentially create new models or principles that 

build upon tested theory, a methodology that this research has chosen over an 

AR approach. 

 

Interest in the use of DBR as a methodology stems primarily from work carried 

out by Brown (1992) and Collins (1992). Brown’s work pointed towards design 

research rooted in design experiments and the contributions to learning theory 

that collaborative and innovative classroom-based interventions provide; the 

theoretical basis of such interventions play and integral role in the interpretation 

of successful designs in the classroom. Collins (1992) work discusses design 

experiments and the development of a design science of education, the need 

for design experiments that included working with teachers to determine the 

successes of educational interventions. 

 

The key objectives of DBR according to Reeves (2000:8) based upon the work 

of Brown (1992) and Collins (1992) can be outlined as: 
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• Addressing complex problems in real contexts in collaboration with 

practitioners, 

• Integrating known and hypothetical design-principles with technological 

affordances to render plausible solutions to these complex problems, and 

• Conducting rigorous and reflective inquiry to test and refine innovative 

learning environments as well as to define new design-principles. 

(Thomas C. Reeves, 2000:8) 

 

DBR seeks to solve real problems through the evolution of principles and 

theories by allowing the researcher to develop practical contributions to wider 

research. My research seeks to contribute in a small way through a limited case 

study example of processes and strategies that help promote situated and 

mobile, games-based learning. The goal is the creation of a learning unit that 

allows students to take part in a narrative journey, involving mobile technologies 

(iPads) and games-based tools (ARIS) alongside the inherent affordances of 

these tools and services, in order to develop a deeper understanding of and 

contribution to a wider set of design principles of augmented and situated 

learning.  

 

Design-based research addresses both theory and practice at the same time 

and the theory or principles that underpin a DBR study are key to the 

advancement of each stage, allowing further inquiry and adaptation of principles 

and theory as the study progresses (McKenney & Reeves, 2012), an iterative 

approach which often goes hand-in-hand with a design cycle or other learning 

design imperative. The focus then of DBR includes the generation of greater 
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understanding of theories alongside their applied use in practical settings, 

addressing problems in practice.!!

!

!
Figure 3.1 Predictive versus design-based research 

 
 
!

A model refined by Amiel and Reeves (Fig. 3:1) (2008:34) expands on the 

differences between predictive and design-based research. My research holds 

a dual goal of wishing to develop solutions to perceived teaching and learning 

problems, while at the same time seeking to produce principles of design which 

may help educators in the design of effective learning using the technologies 

and methods that are at the heart of this study: mobile, games-based, and 

situated learning. A core aim of educational DBR is the potential to gain an 

understanding of the use of theories and models in situ, alongside learning 

interventions and practitioners, allowing the researcher to gain a unique insight 

into the use of learning designs in natural settings using an iterative 

development approach (McKenney & Reeves, 2012). 
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DBR is used to study complex phenomena in authentic settings (McKenney & 

Reeves, 2012) and as such the methodology used in this study seeks to 

understand more about key process of learning design and how theory can be 

used alongside interventions to improve both the design and practice of 

learning while the learning is underway. The process of design research can be 

considered to be synergistic, allowing the simultaneous gathering of empirical 

research data in situ alongside an iterative intervention in the learning design, 

while also taking into account theories and principles of design. This process 

allows authentic research to take place where real-world examples and settings 

can be altered and thus add to ongoing understanding and insight into many 

varied problem areas in education. There is a key focus in DBR on the 

relationship between applied and basic research, whereby the role of theory 

informs the design and at the same time performs a function of refining that 

same theory.  

 

Brown (1992:143) discusses the need for learning interventions to contribute to 

practice, and that as such our designs should be able to inform practice, moving 

from the application of theories through our situated interventions out into other 

learning environments (classrooms) where our findings may be replicated in like 

settings using similar techniques, building upon design principles stemming 

from each iterative cycle of research.  

 

The evolution of educational design research places a high emphasis on the 

potential for the development of theoretical understanding stemming not only 

from empirical findings themselves but also from the potential application of 
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those findings directly into the design under study, creating a virtuous iterative 

design cycle leading to future design iterations (McKenney & Reeves, 2012). 

 

The iterative cycle of interventions planned for my study intended to allow for 

collection of data that would in turn allow the researcher the capability to alter 

the learning design in each subsequent iteration; each iteration allowed for 

subsequent testing and evaluation of data and findings that were subsequently 

used and incorporated into the next iterative cycle. In this way design principles 

and theories of situated and game-based learning could be adopted, tested and 

re-designed so as to test or improve the next phase of the design. 

 

Barab, Arici, and Jackson (2005:16) discuss their work with the Quest Atlantis 

project, an online virtual learning environment and narrative world, where they 

were able to iteratively test and generate new understanding of theories of 

participation and inquiry in a rich and immersive interactive environment. 

Through an iterative approach the designers used the Learning Engagement 

Theory as a model to understand how learning, playing and helping are key to 

successful design of learning in schools (Barab et al., 2005:18). The use of 

DBR as a method to help the researchers expand, test and evolve their 

Learning Engagement Theory highlight the great potential of this approach and 

as such is a key influence on my research as I seek to understand more about 

situated and games-based learning for transformational play.   

 

A further influence on my DBR research has been the work of John Cook 

(Cook, Pachler, & Bachmair, 2011; Cook, 2010) in his studies of mobile phones 

as mediating tools for augmented and innovative learning experiences. Cook 
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discusses the key importance of designing learning for mobile devices and the 

use of Design Research as a tool for ‘evolutionary prototyping’  (Cook, 2002:2) 

whereby cycles of design and incorporation of empirical work alongside 

refinement of design steps feed back into a set of generalizable design 

principles. A key focus of Cook’s work has been on understanding how 

Vygotsky’s theory of the zone proximal development can be used to build on a 

theory of augmented contexts for development (Cook, 2010:4), providing 

opportunities for peers in mobile augmented learning to solve problems within 

user-generated contexts. My study of situated and games-based learning 

through the use of location-based apps also seeks to harness the potential of 

DBR in providing a rich, interactive and iterative setting within which to test 

theories and principles of situated cognition and learning. Through a qualitative 

approach my study seeks to utilize a range of data in the support these aims. 

 

DBR seeks to expand, build upon and contribute to theory and practice. My 

research seeks to develop a deeper theoretical understanding of Brown’s 

(Brown, Duguid, & Collins, 1989) theories of situated cognition and as such 

allows me as a researcher to test and iteratively construct socially mediated 

contexts from which to feed back into further designs and ultimately point 

towards a potential set of design principles of mobile, augmented and situated 

learning. Following a process of inductive reasoning through multiple 

observations (McKenney & Reeves, 2012) my research sought to explain and 

gain understanding and further describe complex phenomena of situated 

learning through a DBR lens and approach, moving towards the uncovering of 

design principles that may feed into further research and design iterations.  
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3.5. Methods$
!
!

My research study has two main phases: intervention and retrospective 

analysis. Four intervention phases were planned through 3 lessons per week 

over the course of four weeks, amounting to 3 lessons per iteration; 2 lesson 

periods involving groups working with the ARIS tool and iPad outside the 

classroom and one lesson based inside the classroom, this lesson offering a 

briefing and modeling opportunity on the part of the teacher; other tasks such 

as game design and presentation design took place within the classroom-based 

sessions. Throughout the intervention phase data was collected through 

observations, field notes, Socrative (socrative.com) surveys, peer-peer video 

interviews.  

 

As I performed the role of both researcher and teacher in the study I was 

careful to avoid bias and attention was paid to the interpretation of data and the 

way it was to be utilized in the further design of ongoing iterations and 

alterations to the designed materials. A combination of mixed observational 

methods as well as involvement of students in peer-peer refection and 

interviews were used to offer a spread of data so as to offer as authentic a 

representation of activities as possible (Lincoln and Guba in Denzin & Lincoln, 

2005). A continued focus on the pedagogical goal was intended to allow the 

interventions the capacity to evolve, allowing the researcher an ability to fine 

tune each stage of intervention based upon the wide variety of observational 

data that was being gathered; key to the DBR approach of this study then was 

intention to incorporate qualitative data gathering methods that would identify 
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shared patterns of behavior, technology use, interaction and collaboration over 

the course of my interventions (Creswell, 2009:16).   

 

Due to the setting and nature of the learning design – students were mobile, 

across campus and situated in a variety of locations in separate groups – it was 

difficult to observe all the groups. Instead I decided to follow different groups (of 

2 or 3 students each) as they directed themselves towards tasks based upon 

instructions or events taking place within the ARIS app. I took observational 

notes and used an iPad to take pictures to record activities and collaboration. At 

the beginning of each intervention and game play stage I used a Socrative 

survey of questions intended to gather reflection from the students, the intention 

was to gain insight into their understandings of the process, expectations, likes 

and dislikes.  

 

Students during the final iteration were involved in the creation of their own 

games; I had students interview each other using iPad video recording using a 

set of questions that I designed to gather further data on student views and 

expectations and observations on the running of the unit. In total 3 Socrative 

surveys were carried out along with one session of peer-peer video 

interviewing. Alongside these methods of data collection I took regular 

observation notes, kept an intervention diary and took regular pictures of the 

students undertaking ARIS missions. Additionally students also recorded some 

video of their groups engaged in the ARIS missions. Each iteration offered the 

potential to gather various data sets and observations. Final peer-peer video 

interviews provided significant feedback from students. Each Socrative survey 

used a different set of questions based upon observations during the ARIS 
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game mission. This was intended to allow for feedback using DBR principles to 

work back into the design of the learning, altering game structure, pathways, 

character and other interface or app designs in order to reflect desired actions 

during the game play, such as greater collaboration, increased engagement, or 

improved potential for higher levels of situated awareness and opportunities for 

situated learning to take place - such as designing in-game virtual characters 

who asked questions of students or pointed students towards further goals. The 

creation of opportunities for students to interview and interact with real people 

across the campus was another element built into the gaming dynamic intended 

to foster greater levels of interactivity and interaction, pushing students to reflect 

on learning and complete more complex in-game tasks.  

 

Surveys using Socrative were qualitative and open-ended (Creswell, 2009), this 

was to ensure that students were able to reflect openly and as honestly as 

possible, I wanted to gather the feelings and instinctive responses from the 

students in order to understand how they interpreted mobile and games-based 

learning, and from these interpretations I hoped to refine each iteration of the 

learning intervention to improve the experience for the students.  

 

Observations took place at numerous locations. Students throughout the game 

missions targeted multiple locations around the school, gathering QR codes, 

taking pictures, interviewing staff and following further in-game clues from 

virtual characters. As the researcher I followed different groups at different 

times during this process. Students also shadowed each other with one 

member in each group responsible for taking pictures and short videos of the 

game play. Student peer-peer video interviews took place in the classroom 

setting. Pre-game briefings took place within the classroom. Socrative data was 
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gathered online within the classroom, students accessing the survey via the 

Socrative iPad app. The ARIS editor interface includes a Web Backpack where 

artifacts collected by students can be seen all together. As researcher and 

teacher I used evidence in this data collection as both an assessment tool and 

data set for further analysis between iterations.  

3.5.1. Data$gathering$
 

Data gathering during my research used observations, interviews and surveys 

as the main methods to obtain data. As the games-based and situated dynamic 

of the interventions unfolded across campus it was important for me to follow 

student groups and therefore gathering data via observational notes and at 

times through taking picture or asking students’ questions was a straightforward 

and useful way to be mobile and gather data. Before and after each iteration the 

use of Socrative provided me with useful data in the form of web-based 

answers to questions posed that would illicit feedback from students that 

highlighted positive or negative impressions and views of the ongoing learning 

and engagement, Socrative proved a very valuable tool as I was able to obtain 

a spreadsheet of data directly to my email inbox upon student completion of the 

surveys. During the final intervention I had students perform peer-peer video 

interviews with each other based upon a series of interview questions designed 

to once again uncover personal reflection and opinions on the successes or 

failures of the games-based learning approach and other dynamics of my 

research interventions. The use of peer-peer video interviews allowed the 

students to contribute valuable data while allowing them to be relaxed and 

candid in their discussions, free from teacher influence or oversight. Video 

interviews were later transcribed by me and analysed with answers placed in a 
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spreadsheet. A combination of the above data gathering methods allowed me 

to gain insight into ongoing learning as well as the personal feelings and views 

of students and provided me with valuable information with which to alter 

ongoing learning design. 

3.6. Ethical$Issues$
 

This research took place in a K12 international school and therefore there were 

ethical considerations when considering the study of school-age students within 

the school setting. As the teacher and researcher in this case I made sure to 

inform the parents of the students through an ethical consent form and letter 

that was delivered to the parents of the students involved. This letter explained 

my project fully to parents along with a description of the research purpose and 

scope. Additionally parents were informed that the research study would take 

place during regular class time within the school setting and as such would not 

disrupt or inconvenience the students in any way. Parents were informed that 

the consent form was a part of the University of Hull ethics committee 

requirements for research.  

 

Conducting the research required no additional techniques or intervention 

methods over and above regular classroom teaching techniques or approaches. 

As I was the teacher and researcher my role with the students was a natural 

one whereby there were no extraordinary expectations of students more than 

would ordinarily be expected in the course of teaching. Students were observed 

by me during activities and notes were taken alongside some imagery and 

video – both taken by me and the students in peer-peer exercises. Efforts have 

been made to ensure student anonymity throughout the research and in this 
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work. No information of a private nature will be made public. Students were 

willing participants in the research and there were no issues with students with 

learning difficulties or disabilities.  

 

There were no risks to participating students and all research took place within 

the safety of the school environment within normal class and teaching hours. 

Additionally permission was requested and granted by managers of the school 

in allowing the research to take place within normal class and school hours. 
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Chapter$4.$ Findings$

The interventions during this research were intended to discover whether the 

affordances of iPads and games-based learning applications used in the design 

of authentic and situated learning in a K12 classroom can help foster 

independent, self-directed learning increasing motivation, engagement and 

collaboration within an experiential setting. The intervention sought to help 

design a games-based learning experience that might show evidence of 

cognitive apprenticeship (Smith, 2003) through legitimate peripheral 

participation where learning may be viewed as a matrix of social interactions 

and contexts along with the affordances offered via mobile devices and game-

based applications. The study sought to understand more about how knowing 

and learning is constructed out with the regular constraints of a traditional 

classroom instructional setting. The research used DBR methods to help 

observe and collect data through several design iterations each of which would 

allow for potential re-design of the game, tasks and learning opportunities within 

the scope of the teaching. Figure 4.1 shows the intended workflow of the 

planning and implementation of ARIS games with students using personal 

iPads. An in-game map is created allowing students to find relevant QR codes, 

an integral game device (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1 Workflow: ARIS game design 
 

 

 

!
Figure 4.2 In-game map showing QR locations 
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Figure 4.3 ARIS web-based editor 
 

 

4.1. Preparation$and$first$iteration$

 

First a game structure was created using the ARIS editor (Figure 4.3) that 

sought to develop a place-based augmented game tied to a fictional narrative. 

The narrative would place the students on a crash landed space ship, stranded 

on a planet called ‘Manchuria’ (the school is located in Northeast China, the 

traditional land of Manchuria) with a limited timeframe of repairing the ships’ 

systems and escaping from the planet. The narrative and game play formed 

part of an IB (International Baccalaureate) unit titled ‘Technology in the Built 

Environment’. ARIS was used to create a series of location relevant QR codes 

(Figure 4.4) 
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!
Figure 4.4 QR Codes 

!
!

Figure 4.5 Inventory 
!

!
Figure 4.6 Notes 

!
 

that when used alongside an in-game map students could locate, find and 

interact with items and artifacts including real world systems belonging to the 

categories of Health, Security, Communications and Power. This in turn led 

students to technologies such as security ID systems, routers, computers, WiFi 

hotspots, power devices and other technology artifacts. Students needed to 

collect and share items in an inventory (Figure 4.5) as well as create evidence 

in the form of notes, audio and video (Figure 4.6). Throughout the first stages of 

the game, students interacted with virtual characters to solve problems or 

gather useful information needed to progress to the next level (Figure 4.7). 

Student artifact gathering was also recorded within the ARIS ‘Web Backpack’, a 

repository where notes and items could be viewed by the teacher online and a 

record taken of progress.  
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Figure 4.7 Virtual character 
 

The intervention also builds on our earlier research via the literature review and 

sought to understand and document whether any proposed principles of 

experiential, authentic and situated learning may be highlighted that could be 

used to help instructional designers in building successful learning opportunities 

utilising the affordances of mobile and games-based technologies inside and 

outside classroom settings. 

 

My research is based on theories of situated learning and cognition and the first 

iteration sought to help students build a conceptual understanding of the subject 

area through deliberately placing both the learning materials and the student 

into a real-world context. Through close interaction with game tasks and 

assignments during the intervention I was in a position to observer, comment 

and guide students towards a greater understanding of the uses of technology 

in real world settings.  

 

Each stage of the learning was designed with reflection exercises to highlight 

the successes or failures of each iteration – the exercises involved the creation 

of presentations using the presentation tool Prezi (prezi.com).  
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The creation of artifacts, QR codes, game logic and in-game tasks for students 

was time consuming. Using the ARIS web-based editor (Figure 4.8)  

 

 

Figure 4.8 ARIS Web editor 
!

 

I created a wide range of virtual objects that the students would need to collect 

and interact with.  Each stage or ‘mission’ designed in the ARIS editor required 

the creation of new artifacts, virtual characters and other in-game logic intended 

to build upon the narrative and gameplay (Figure 4.9). 
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Figure 4.9 Character editor 
 

Prior to the first iteration students completed a questionnaire using the 

Socrative tool that offered the potential to gather feedback in numerous ways 

via computers and mobile devices. The questionnaire sought to provide an 

overview of student views on learning, the upcoming unit, games-based 

learning, as well as overall attitudes towards collaboration and gameplay. 

Students offered a general view that games can be fun and that what excited 

them about the upcoming course was the chance to combine fun activities with 

their learning. Asked what their expectations from the upcoming learning were, 

Student A stated that, “This adventure for me is a really nice adventure for 

learning. I like adventure and doing this forces us to do things with technology. 

In this unit I think that we will be playing games also learning new apps using 

iPads.” Asked their opinion on the use of gaming for learning, Student B replied 
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that it would interesting, “because we play and without knowing it we are 

thinking what systems did we use what elements were used to create this 

game”. A further enthusiastic response from Student C in response to questions 

on how she thought the lesson and unit would work out,  

 

“This lesson is like an adventure, we are not just playing it, we can 

actually learn things from it! I think we are going be playing games and 

also learning something in it! We vote for a captain, a space designer 

and it is lot of fun!”   

 

Students were engaged and eager to play. The students perceived the use of 

the iPad alongside the game narrative as offering a potentially unique learning 

activity in contrast to traditional classroom presentations and study time.  

 

The unit topic, ‘Technology in the Built Environment’ and it’s theme of 

technology systems was familiar to the students. They had expectations that 

the games-based unit would offer them the potential to build on their knowledge 

while being challenged in interesting and familiar ways; students explained that 

they had prior experience with digital games and also with educational games-

based learning through tools such as Minecraft, Gamestar Mechanic and 

Scratch. Overall the students were eager to use ARIS and to combine learning 

with novel methods and tools, as well as showing an enthusiasm for the 

introduction of a narrative structure alongside their learning, as Student A  

highlighted, “We can learn something in a game and it’s not going to be so 

boring because we can play and learn that's kind of cool.” Through general 

observation of the group and note taking it is clear that engagement is high from 
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the start - students with iPad in hand are eager to download and install the 

ARIS app and thereafter begin to discover how it works. Students are excited to 

use the iPad, seen as a somewhat ‘magical’ tool for classroom use. Students at 

this stage already offered a glimpse of the autonomous nature of upcoming 

tasks; once given the instruction to download the app they are happy and 

knowledgeable in going forward and setting it up, asking questions if they aren’t 

sure and communicating readily with their peers on how to find the app, install 

and get started. Some students take the lead at this point, helping others. It’s 

clear that these initial classroom activities met students on their own ‘turf’, the 

potential world of fantasy and gaming is a thought provoking and inspirational 

starting point of the unit for them. Their control over the downloading and 

setting up of the app alongside other instruction is a clear inquiry-led task 

(Postman & Weingartner, 1969:90) where students are making meaning from 

the objects and tasks presented to them.  

 

Once the initial game stage had been designed it was time to run the learning 

with the students. Students spent some initial time downloading and setting up 

the ARIS app on their devices. To set the scene students were concurrently 

introduced to a unit web site (aris.caischina.asia) and an interactive Padlet 

using the interactive web service (padlet.com) (Figure 4.10) as well as their 

regular daily planner and organizer in the Managebac learning management 

system (managebac.com). Padlet is an interactive social wall where students 

can post thoughts and also check directions from the teacher. This shared 

space is intended as an ongoing information resource for students to refer to or 

gather new instructions. Encouraging students into their role within the game 

sets the scene and introduces them into the fictional game world and setting. 
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Once orientated to the ARIS app and how to use the QR code decoder students 

were then instructed on the rules for the first mission.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 Padlet wall 
 

Observing the students during this phase was conducted via field notes and 

some picture taking. It was noted that students were excited and eager to start, 

often not paying much attention to the overall aims, keen to be freed from 

regular classroom activities, the process was more disorganized and chaotic 

compared to a regular class. Rules were key and students needed to be 

brought back regularly to the main task as well as the steps involved in that task 

via the Padlet wall (Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.11 Padlet wall II 
!

 

From observations it was clear that student motivation was high (Figure 4.12).  

The key element of QR code locating and collection of artifacts formed the initial 

game dynamic. Students were sent out into their ‘ship’ to locate items including 

a WiFi hotspot, router and fingerprint scanner. There were some technical 

issues in the placing of only 1 copy of each item – this resulted in students 

arriving at QR code locations unable to collect items, correspondingly some fast 

and keen students end up collecting the majority of the items. The main boys 

group – the groups self organized into girl and boy groups – was more 

competitive and quick to find locations. This stage of the game was intended to 

encourage group discussion and collaboration. Through observation it was 

noted that some refinement of the game design was needed to offer potential 

for ongoing reflection as the task unfolded or more collaborative interaction 

between the students as they sought out virtual and physical items or locations. 

I decided to incorporate the creation of in-app notes by students as a form of 

data gathering that would allow pause for reflection during the tasks. I learned 

that the game tasks required more interactive steps that might scaffold play, 

allowing opportunity to construct understanding as they participate.   
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Figure 4.12 Students working with ARIS on iPads 
!

 

Students collected artifacts via the QR codes and were able to match up 

technology pairs – i.e. a router is paired with LAN cable. Students were 

instructed to make a record of these collections in the form of video, audio and 

note taking. From my observations, notes and picture taking as well as following 

the students during the activity and logging their in-app collections via the ARIS 

Web Backpack (Figure 4.13) there wasn’t much evidence of this aspect of the 

activity and I decided that more teacher modeling of the requirements of 

ongoing data collection would be introduced into the 2nditeration. Student A  

responds, “The challenges in learning this way is really challenging. Even 

though we are in a group but when we get to small groups we are competing. 

Also all of us like to be first.” 
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Figure 4.13 ARIS Web Backpack 
!
 

I observed that students didn’t talk too much or stop to think about the individual 

items. Gee (2008) and Squire (2004) discuss the need to encourage student 

reflection through creation of scaffolded opportunities such as reflection through 

log sheets or introduction of materials whereby students had more idea of their 

place in the game and therefore their role in the learning. I decided to create a 

classroom-based exercise involving the creation of a reflective presentation - as 

the teacher I would regularly prompt students to remember that activities at this 

stage would be discussed and reflected upon later for assessment. My notes 

observed that each team and pairings within each group varied in their pause to 

reflect as well as their intent to gain more understanding of individual 
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technologies in situ.  

 

The activities taking place showed that the combination of game play and 

mobile device use alongside autonomy of action on behalf of students, 

particularly freedom to explore the school were popular and highlight our 

research question and it’s aims of understanding more about the nexus of 

device, app and game-based approach. While there was clearly much going in 

these early stages we can see how the learning taking place was galvanized 

around the situated approach, engaging students and resulting in forms of 

participatory collaboration and sharing. 

 

4.2. Second$Iteration$

I decided that the next iteration should create potential for creating in-game 

logic that might encourage reflection, pause and some form of peer interaction, 

sharing and discussion.  As lessons are short – 45 minutes – there is some 

pressure to manage the learning stage effectively to incorporate several distinct 

learning elements or possibilities. I decided to incorporate evidence-gathering in 

the game in the form of note creation alongside the potential for interaction 

using in-game characters that might encourage learners to stop and reflect, 

take a different direction in the game or stimulate alternate pathways through 

the learning experience. 

 

As highlighted through my note taking and observation of students in the first 

iteration it was clear that students needed more options to pause and consider 

why they were collecting items. Following our first iteration a breakout Socrative 

questionnaire was used to gather feedback to compare alongside my research 
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notes and intervention diary. Statements such as that by Isabelle, “We couldn't 

pick up codes that the other team had collected first. They were too quick.” 

highlighted issues of the game becoming too simple and involving only a 

treasure hunt. Proposed developments at this stage of the game included the 

creation of increased potential for in-game reflection, slowing the game down to 

allow the students time to consider directions, artifact creation, record keeping 

and negotiation between players and teams – often in the form of peer 

swapping and sharing of items and goals. I therefore decided to include the 

following in the second iteration of the game within the ARIS editor.  

 

- Build virtual characters  

- Create in-game conversations 

- Require students to have performed note-taking tasks before moving forward  

 

Here it was necessary to include greater opportunity for scaffolding of the tasks 

as well as modeling what would come next via teacher briefing in class before 

the game sessions.  

 

A new approach was to create interactive tasks – merely collecting virtual 

objects was not enough to stimulate deeper inquiry. As noted through 

observation and notes, students simply went out to collect items quickly in order 

to ‘win’. I decided to create virtual characters in the game that students would 

need to interact with through virtual conversations to locate further objects and 

information (Fig 4.14).  
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Figure 4.13 Virtual character 
!

 

Questions asked in the Socrative post iteration questionnaire provided feedback 

that highlighted the connections students were making with different 

technologies. A question, “Describe how connections are made to learning 

tasks? For example how are you learning about technology systems in the 

game?” provided valuable feedback and understanding of how students 

perceived the game in relationship to their learning. Student G responded, “I 

remember better because when a teacher says a word it's hard to focus, but 

when a game character says it I make my self pay attention because I think if I 

don't listen I'm not going to get the game right”, highlighting increased student 

motivation and impact of engagement within the game. A reflection of another 

student on the connection between assignments tasks (presentations) and 

game play highlights how student enjoyment of the game helps their ongoing 

knowledge acquisition, “We have to make presentations and research about the 
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systems. The ARIS app had some information about the different types of 

systems. We were having fun, so the information stayed in our mind.” 

 

Prior to the second iteration the students were also briefed on the place of each 

mission within a wider series of stages. I designed a graphic representation of 

the current stage of the game and more effort was made to enrich the 

storytelling and narrative component through encouraging students to see 

iterations as a stages in the overall journey. I created an overview of the key 

stages (missions) of the game using a graphical overview (Figure 4.15) created 

in a game style that showed the students where they were in an overall learning 

journey - highlighting each area of the systems being studied: Communications, 

Health, Security and Power. Game stages were then explicitly tied to 

assignment tasks such as presentations.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Game stage overview 
!

 

This iteration introduced further opportunities for refinement. It was noted 
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through observation that though the students were working in small teams the 

objectives for each team were the same – interact with a virtual character, 

follow instructions, gather data, further interaction with the virtual character, 

return to classroom (‘control room’ in the game world narrative), and that this 

style was perhaps too predictable. As a result of these observations it is noted 

that a richer and potentially more stimulating game dynamic could be created 

by giving each team a separate mission thus encouraging more diversity of task 

and opportunity for collaboration and sharing of different sets of data after each 

mission has been completed. 

 

As Brown et al (1989) point out there is potential for students to form a type of 

cognitive apprenticeship model where modeling through authentic practice and 

collaboration in a real world setting. The DBR approach taken here seeks to 

allow scope through the iterative design cycle to learn what might be done 

better in the next iteration to accomplish these aims. Through observation, note 

taking and student breakout questionnaires I began to see that in order for our 

intervention to become more situated there needed more opportunities for 

collaboration in the groups as well as interactions with real-world actors via 

interviews with staff across campus. In this way modeling in situ as well as 

scaffolding begins the exercise. We can see from Brown et. al (1989:40) model 

how this may be look: 
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Figure 4:15 Embedded activity to generality 
 

4.3. Third$Iteration$

In the third iteration of our intervention students embarked upon a new mission 

in the ARIS game. I decided to link the tasks students were undertaking with 

classroom tasks (presentations) to offer more opportunity to apply what they 

were learning. While previous tasks in the game involved gathering of data, 

tasks at this stage would include gathering data as well as interaction with real 

people through interviews and other inquiry-led tasks (Figure 4.17) 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Students interview staff 
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Our research question of whether the iPad as mobile device alongside the 

game-based learning approach of ARIS can produce situated learning 

opportunities for students resulting in heightened engagement and enjoyment 

for learners was evident through observations – students are engaged, focused 

on tasks, and collecting and producing content that is integral to overall unit 

aims and objectives. It’s clear through the constant interplay of action and 

regular re-design that the affordances of the devices allow the students to 

interact with the environment, collaborate as groups in sharing of exercises and 

add fun and novel interactive dimensions to the learning. Interacting with real 

people at this stage has helped make the learning more immediate. Socrative 

responses to the question, “How did the interviews help you gather data?” 

provided some illuminating feedback. 

 

Students provided a range of responses that highlighted the interactive and 

experiential nature of data gathering, student B responded, “It helped me 

because by interviewing different teachers, chefs, office people I learned what’s 

important about their job and how it’s made. Going around school was very fun”. 

Others described knowledge being gathered in situ, a clear indicator of the 

potential for students when freed up across school to inquire and investigate in 

a natural and experiential way, student H responded, “They helped us gather 

data because the people who were being interviewed told us clear answers. 

They had knowledge about the things we asked them and we took notes as 

they spoke.” Through the process of informed game play the students were 

constructing knowledge as they completed the situated tasks, each piece of 

data gathered helped them understand how technology artifacts or staff 

practices were relevant in a real world setting, student E responded, “They help 
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us by having more info. For example by interviewing the gate (staff) we figured 

out how they kept the ship (school) safe.” 

 

Artifacts collected in-app were accessible by the teacher within the Web 

Backpack, accessible via the ARIS editor interface.  The introduction of artifact 

creation in this way helped students see how each element of game play can 

be directed towards the next, balancing the progression of play, and helping 

point towards assessment – offering what Barab et. al (2005:89) describe as a 

participatory framework combination of hands-on activity plus opportunities to 

reflect via the experience in an inquiry-led way.  

 

Conversations were created using the in-game ARIS virtual characters that are 

intended to elicit a scaffolded approach to the learning and to lead the students 

through prescribed tasks. Students were drawn into a new narrative within the 

game, namely that the ship had been breached and that they needed to 

investigate and discover data regards entry and security of the ship (school 

building). The tasks led them into a scenario where in teams they are required 

to find a character on the map and then enter a conversation with the character. 

The student then has to find a relevant human character (other teacher or 

school staff member) in order to undertake data collection. Here students are 

able to incorporate more the affordances of the iPad device into their learning, 

benefiting from the mobility and freedom to gather and interact with data and 

individuals at any point on campus.  

 

For example the iPad in this situation afforded students the capability to 

leverage audio and video recording tools in order to gather interview data. 
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Students were also able to use the in-ARIS note-taking app – having been 

instructed to do so by the virtual character – and use it to collect written data as 

well as attach pictures and audio notes. As Melhuish and Falloon (2010:4) 

discuss in the literature student negotiation of the learning in conjunction with 

the device was providing the opportunity for deeper experience and reflection at 

this stage. There was a just-in-time quality afforded through students’ mobility 

and capacity to be where the learning was situated, in this case with characters 

or real people in situ.  

 

A sample question: “Did the virtual characters help the game progress? If not 

why not?” allowed me to understand more about whether the students were 

managing to use the virtual characters to proceed in the game and in turn 

gather relevant learning data or clues. Student G describes successfully 

negotiating with a virtual character in order to move forward, “Yes, the virtual 

characters did help the game progress because they told us what our missions 

were and they tell us where to go.” Also important at this stage was feedback 

that highlighted issue with the learning, student D highlighted issues with 

several virtual characters that did not work when asked how helpful the virtual 

characters were to in-game progress, “Yes and no! Yes - because they gave us 

clues to finish the mission, No - many times it didn't work” - this data helped 

feedback into further ARIS design so that a smoother gameplay experience 

resulted. 

 

Also as highlighted in the literature, Lai et al. (2007:328) discuss the 

characteristics of a combination of real-time information gathering and 

pathways for learners to follow – guiding them somewhat towards the learning 
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and affording them the capability, with the addition of the mobile device – to 

allow extended forms of exploration and experiential learning. 

 

Students were required to find a relevant staff member in order to undertake 

data collection. Here students were able to incorporate more of the affordances 

of the iPad device to the task, benefiting from the mobility and freedom to 

gather and interact with data and individuals at any point on campus. The iPad 

affords the student the capability to utilize the audio recording facility as well as 

the video recording facility in order to gather interview data. Students were also 

able to use the in-ARIS note-taking app and are instructed to do so by the in-

game virtual character. Lai et al. (2007:328) discuss a Learning Flow, a 

combination of learning procedures that harness the affordances of mobile 

technologies such as photo taking, recording notes and impressions, and 

comparison techniques to help support experiential learning. The students at 

this stage were actively involved in harnessing the capabilities of the iPad in 

order to assist with data gathering as well as allowing them to collect data that 

might be used for further reflection later.  

 

Students were engaged, responses from the survey’s as well as observations 

showed the students on task and motivated. Students were active outside the 

classroom and embarked upon richer data collection activities that were 

observed via note taking and images. The affordances of the iPad were being 

utilised – video, audio, note taking, as well as accessing the ARIS app.  

 

4.4. Fourth$Iteration$

In the fourth iteration of the intervention students began the student-led design 
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of an ARIS mission and relevant game elements. Previous iterations allowed 

some autonomy, with students stating they enjoyed the freedom to collaborate 

and work at their own pace. The final iteration intended to offer groups of 

students the freedom to design the game themselves, based in the computer 

lab for the design stage and then throughout the school as each team played 

the other teams’ game. Building on the game-play and student collaboration 

that had already taken place this stage intended to offer insight into the 

potential of situated practice to allow for an apprenticeship model to evolve 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991). Lave and Wenger discuss forms of legitimate 

peripheral participation; students formed a small community of practice and 

through their initial peripheral participation have been increasing their 

knowledge through the games-based tasks towards greater understanding and 

fuller participation in the objectives of our IB unit of inquiry. In this last iteration 

teams of students engaged in the building of new ARIS game levels, studying 

within a type of apprenticeship model (Smith, 1998) – more knowledgeable 

students took the lead to enact building of new tasks, other students helping 

input their own ideas, more technically savvy and confident students offer an 

example for other students as the collaborative nature of the tasks unfolded 

(Figure 4.18) 
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Figure 4.17 Students building ARIS games 
 

 

During the final iteration data was gathered using notes and images. Students 

also took part in peer video interviews intended to discover views and opinions 

of how their student-led and autonomous learning at this stage impacted their 

learning experience. Asked ‘What type of collaboration are you working on 

using ARIS’, Student A responded that, 

 

“It helps a lot as you don’t need to go to a teacher first, you are with your 

friends, so you are very open, but when you are with a teacher 

sometimes you feel you can’t really talk to him or her. We need to take 

part in teamwork and care for what one and other are doing.” 

(IMG_2499.MOV – 03:00)  

 

At this point students were now engaged fully as designers in the design 

process using the ARIS editor toolset. Use of the editor tools in this way offered 

students insight into their prior learning (as players using the ARIS app) by 
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giving them control of the game design tools thereby offering them the potential 

to direct their learning towards overall unit goals. New game chapters were 

created with the iPad becoming a testing and development device. Groups then 

played each other’s games.  

 

The research question – whether affordances of mobile devices and games-

based learning might allow for authentic and situated learning opportunities, 

thus leading to greater autonomy and student-directed learning – is being 

addresses here through multiple activities. Previous iterations have focused on 

the potential for the creation of authentic and situated learning experiences 

using the ARIS app alongside the learning unit and specific games-based tasks 

and objectives. Much time and effort was required in the design of characters, 

tasks, artifacts and in-game logic. This stage offered greater potential for 

immersion as students gained hands-on experience along with the opportunity 

to engage in self-directed learning, taking charge of their own learning 

experiences, becoming co-creators of knowledge. As student B discusses in 

peer video interview, “Studying like this is creative. Every teacher that teaches 

you using a smart board, drawing on a chalkboard, speaking out loud with a 

notebook, makes you get bored and that’s old fashioned.” Students asked each 

other during their peer interviews, ‘When you design the learning what will you 

include?’ Student A responded: 

“I would design more outside opportunities and less inside. Kids like being 

outside, they like more active challenges and more thinking.” 

 

Throughout this stage and others I fell back into more of a facilitator role, 

introducing tools and concepts to students while providing a basic framework 
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and set of game design tasks for them to follow. The basics of the ARIS app 

and editor were introduced. Students could now see ‘behind the scenes’ gaining 

insight into the mechanics of the ARIS tool and a deeper understanding of how 

game narrative and challenges are created using the web-based editor. 

Significant ancillary learning took place with complex negotiations, 

collaborations and discussions within small student groups as they work 

towards building their own game stage.  

 

Learning is taking place as Brown et al. (1989:40) discuss through varied 

problem solving exercises and multiple roles offering students the opportunity to 

know the tools and techniques of game-design from the perspective of the 

designer. In the final iteration students were also designing directly for the iPad 

and through iterative testing were able to fully engage the affordances of the 

device while at the same time learn the ARIS editor interface and test games 

with each other. Students were collaborating and motivated through their direct 

interaction with the design tools along with the mobile device.  

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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Chapter$5.$ Discussion$

The previous section highlighted the key design-based iterations of my research 

and provided analysis and discussion of how the learning unfolded in and 

outside of the classroom as well as how students engaged with games-based 

and situated learning experiences while at the same time progressing through a 

directed and structured unit of inquiry.  

 

The guiding research question of this study has been whether the affordances 

of iPads and games-based learning applications can be harnessed to allow for 

the creation of situated learning experiences, offering opportunities for students 

to learn in self-directed and personalized ways, and help to foster potential 

apprenticeship models of learning in and out of the classroom.  

 

The findings of my research have looked at the complexity, preparation and 

ongoing development of games-based instruction using iPads within a situated 

learning environment. A combination of the unique affordances of mobile 

devices such as mobility, interactivity, and content creation alongside the 

motivational potential of games-based narrative and instruction in and out of the 

classroom, combined with the potential of situated and authentic learning 

principles has enabled the creation of an example of learning design that may 

help us understand how future instructional designers might harness the 

growing uptake of mobile devices within education and their potential at the 

heart of personalized and augmented learning that breaks free from traditional 

classroom restrictions. 
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This chapter will provide and overview of the findings alongside further analysis 

of the core principles of, motivation and engagement through gameplay; the 

technological affordances of mobile devices; and the importance of situated 

learning theories in relation to games-based learning. 

 

5.1. Overview$of$findings$

The research followed four distinct iterative design cycles as well as an initial 

learning development process through which resources created within a 

games-based iPad app (ARIS) were set-up in preparation for an IB unit of 

inquiry titled ‘Technology in the Built Environment’. The unit was delivered to a 

group of Grade 7 students. The intention of the unit was to allow students the 

freedom to explore learning content and tasks via the iPad across campus free 

from classroom constraints and traditional teaching methods where learning 

stays predominantly in the classroom versus a model where learning may be 

permanently available in multiple locations (Norman, 2013:43). Each student in 

the group possessed their own iPad.  

 

The findings of my research have highlighted several key components of an 

emergent model that provides instructional designers and educators with a 

potential set of principles that may be applied in the design of situated and 

games-based learning using mobile devices such as iPads. As will be 

expanded on below the research focused on key concepts and discussion in 

the literature and progressed through a design-based research approach in 

order to gain practical and theoretical understanding of the ways in which 

mobile technologies combined with games-based and situated learning 

approaches and instructional design offer the possibility to take learning out of 
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the classroom and place students within authentic and experiential settings. All 

the while allowing forms of situated learning to take place, increasing student 

motivation and offering the possibility for personalized learning opportunities 

freed from the constraints of the traditional classroom model. The emergent 

model in Figure 5.1, which is expanded in the rest of this chapter, discusses the 

importance of and interplay of key areas of mobile, situated and games-based 

learning using mobile devices in a K12 setting. Additionally a nexus of the core 

principles outlined below points to the potential for further personalized learning 

experiences. The core areas may be summarized as: 

 

• Gameplay: Motivation and Engagement 

• Technological Affordances of Mobile Devices 

• Situated Learning 

With the potential of Personalised Learning being a fourth component, a natural 

outcome of successful learning design that manages to harness all three core 

elements in order to provide learners with the freedom and mobility, aligned to 

personal devices to explore their own learning pathways.   

There is an increasing demand in schools and education to allow for forms of 

personalised learning to take place, with new technologies at the forefront of 

this endevour, a widely accepted view amongst K12 educators being that one-

size-fits-all (Johnson et al., 2013) teaching approach isn’t working. 

I believe that the emergence of a set of principles from the findings of my 

research highlights a way for instructional designers and educators to better 

understand their efforts in creating new ways to engage with students and 

design learning experiences that incorporate technologies and tools that are 
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already widespread amongst learners and in particular young learners. I 

propose a model that goes someway to helping educators understand the 

complex interplay of students’ ongoing interest and immersion in games in their 

personal lives alongside the increasing familiarity and ease with which learners 

access, navigate and create content via mobile, always-on devices can be 

combined with carefully designed situated learning opportunities that usher in 

new ways of learning and instructional interaction. My proposed model is small 

in scale and scope and is intended as a useful set of design principles from 

which instructional designers and educators may extrapolate further learning 

opportunities or frameworks. 

 

!

!
 

 

Figure 5.1 A Proposed Model of Situated Games-based and Mobile Learning 

!
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As the researcher and teacher of the group I was also responsible for the 

development of the ARIS game around which the unit content was based. This 

involved creating in-game logic and game experiences that were based 

throughout the study on the use of place-based QR codes as interactive 

markers through which students received game and unit tasks, instructions and 

assignments. The first intervention focused on student’s initial familiarization 

with the ARIS application, relevant functionality of their iPads, as well as rules 

and background of the game. The game back-story placed the students within a 

teacher created fictional narrative involving the school premises as a spacecraft 

through which students must solve puzzles, locate virtual characters and gather 

data. The fictional narrative was intended to offer students the opportunity to 

learn about real-world technology artifacts in the built environment, such as 

security, communications, health and energy systems. The second iteration 

built upon findings in the first and I changed elements of the game-play and 

design based upon ongoing observations and data collection. As the game-play 

exercises involved the students in activities around the school, independently 

within groups as roving explorers, it was important for me to observe both how 

they interacted with each other and the environment as well as with the ARIS 

app and the affordances of their iPad devices. The second iteration saw 

changes including student requirements for peer interaction and reflection 

through data gathering and creation exercises; requirements intended to move 

students away from the free-form exploration of the first iteration towards more 

structured progression. Data gathering and interaction were provided via in-

game virtual characters, conversations and an in-app note taking tool. The third 

iteration involved further interactions with virtual characters as well as increased 

peer collaboration, though at this point I also created the opportunity for 
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students to interact with real people – faculty and staff across campus – in order 

to stimulate deeper interaction with the built environment and increase the 

potential for valuable data gathering exercises linked to classroom-based 

assignments such as presentation creation and reflection. Having successfully 

completed the first three iterative cycles of the unit students successfully 

completed the outlined game stages and tasks as per the narrative, working 

through relevant game stages and investigation of technology systems across 

communications, health, security and energy technologies within the built 

environment (the school / spaceship backdrop). The final iteration allowed the 

students to take on the role of game designers within groups thereby allowing 

them to take a more central role in the construction of their own personalized 

learning pathways via the design of future ARIS games. Students were 

introduced to the ARIS web-based editor where they designed their own place-

based games based upon their previous activities and experiences through the 

first three iterative cycles of learning. Students worked in teams with each team 

playing games designed by other teams. As researcher and teacher I once 

again undertook the role of facilitator and mentor through the process. Within 

student groups students performed similar roles mentoring each other and 

helping each other with design, collaboration and technical tasks.  

 

5.2. Gameplay:$Motivation$and$Engagement$

The games-based approach of this research identifies with work by Brown 

(Brown et al., 1989), Gee (Gee, 2005; Gee, 2003), Squire (Klopfer, Squire, & 

Jenkins, 2002; Squire, 2013; Squire et al., 2007) and Barab (Barab et al., 2005) 

in seeking to identify principles of gaming in the learning environment and the 

harnessing of motivation and imagination within collaborative and situated 
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models, allowing learners to direct their own learning, free from traditional 

classrooms environments. The first iteration of my research - building upon the 

idea that learners’ affinity with genres such as video games can be harnessed 

thereby allowing for the incorporation of the principles of video games and 

gaming (Gee, 2007) within learning contexts - highlights the use of the ARIS 

app within an overall game narrative, seeking to increase engagement and 

motivation amongst students, stimulating them to explore and have fun just as 

they might through video games or other game-like dynamics that they are 

familiar with as game-players. As highlighted in the literature Vygotsky’s work 

(Mahn, 2012) points towards the meaning-making that develops within social 

contexts through children’s innate speaking and thinking systems. Within my 

research an important early aim in the preparation and planning of the first 

iteration was to create an environment that would emulate these principles. 

Through data gathering and observation during the first iteration it was clear 

through student’s responses that engagement was indeed high. Gardner’s 

(2006:10) work Five Minds for the Future highlights future students capability to 

synthesize data from a wide variety of sources and incorporate this data into a 

wider context or learning opportunity. In the first iteration of my research I 

created a learning environment that offered an opportunity for students to 

engage with content and the wider environment. It was clear that students were 

eager to play, to become involved and to collaborate amongst their peers. 

Literature discussing the SAMR model and it’s role in evaluating applications in 

a 1:1 iPad setting helped provide an understanding of the ARIS application as 

allowing for a redefinition (Chou & Block, 2012:15) of learning tasks, a finding 

backed up in early stages of my research via the potential of the app in the 

hands of students, redefining the learning space and ways students were able 
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to interpret the world around them through a game-based dynamic. Excitement 

generated amongst students at this stage also reflected work identified in a 

study produced by Alberta Education (2012:6), which discusses the enthusiasm 

generated when iPads are introduced into schools and classrooms. In my 

research it was evident through findings and observations that familiarity, ease 

of use and the potential to engage in game orientated activities was key to 

heightened engagement and interest, this phenomenon in turn encouraging 

further interest in the unfolding learning taking place inside and outside of the 

classroom. It was clear in these early stages that when considering gaming 

principles (Gee, 2003:215) in educational settings my research was reflecting 

viewpoints in the literature that suggest that the perception of ‘cool’ (of the 

game and tools, by the students) alongside meeting of students on their own 

turf is a key foundation stage from which to base the creation of game-based 

learning, and subsequent embedding of learning dynamics directly into the 

learning setting. A further identification of ‘affinity spaces’ by Gee and Hayes 

(2009) highlights the importance of the shared space by learners and how a 

shared narrative or shared sense of belonging can contribute to collaborative 

efforts as well as tapping into shared knowledge around the subject area, tacit 

knowledge that can be shared amongst peers in a social group and setting. In 

my research it is evident from the findings that a principle of engagement and 

motivation can often be centered around these shared identifications and as 

such perform an important aspect of the learning designs of educators and 

instructional designers.   
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5.3. Technological$Affordances$of$Mobile$Devices$

 

Work by Lai (Lai et al., 2007:328) highlights the importance of the technological 

affordances of mobile devices used by students and the place of a ‘learning 

flow’ that supports the use of devices into categories of usage; findings in the 

first iteration of my research highlight the importance of the iPad device 

affordances such as camera and content creation, including mobile note taking 

as key tools for students in their progression through learning activities. In 

attempting to create an emotionally compelling experience for students my 

research reflects observations by Squire (2013) and points to key principles that 

help to create innovative learning designs such as creating appropriate 

opportunities for interaction as well as moment-to-moment or accumulated 

experiences and challenges that tap into ongoing social activities amongst 

students.  

 

During the second iterative design cycle improvements were made to the pace, 

interactivity and opportunity for reflection and data gathering via the ARIS app 

among students across campus. In the literature discussing the role of 

affordances, work by Gibson (Greeno, 1994) and Norman (Norman, 1999) 

highlights the complex interplay of social activity, conversation and interaction 

with the environment, including the importance of technology design and use 

amongst users. Evidence from my research points to the importance of the 

mobility of the iPad alongside the potential of students working on-the-move 

concurrently with note taking and data gathering as well as interaction with the 

ARIS app itself, all of which combining to allow the students a freedom to 

explore and connect with the environment out with the constraints of a 
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classroom-based setting. A key emerging principle that this study highlights is 

the requirement of the instructional designer to incorporate the affordances of 

mobile devices as well as utilise relevant functionalities and capabilities that 

may be of potential educational use to the learner. 

 

5.4. Situated$Learning$

 

The widespread uptake of mobile devices such as iPads in teaching settings 

creates a range of potential uses and work by Traxler (2010) reflects 

observations in my research, that emerging learning spaces situated across 

locations that utilize technology to embed learning via a nexus of learning 

design, device affordances and creative use of learning applications, moves 

student learning beyond the narrow definitions of the classroom. 

 

A key underlining principle in my research has been the importance of putting 

technology into the hands of learners as an agent of change. Barab et al.,  

(2005:89) discuss in the literature the importance of context and how it helps 

shape meaning, and that reflection and interactive experience are also integral 

to the meaning-making process particularly in learner-centered and experiential 

settings. My designs attempt to build such interaction into the learning 

experience - students indicate the importance of interaction with virtual and real 

actors that enhance their engagement, and that these games-based 

experiences and tasks aligned with interactions in the environment were key to 

their continued focus and engagement. My research highlights emergent 

principles in how learning tasks and game-play balance is defined by the 

learning designer and their importance in fostering true experiential learning 
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experiences, including real-world interactions (Barab et al., 2005) that galvanize 

the authenticity of the learning.  

 

Work by Lave and Wenger (1991) has been integral in shaping my research 

through deeper understand of the importance of situated learning and 

communities of practice and how these theories impact learning that 

incorporates the use of mobile devices and games-based initiatives. One of the 

key observations during this study has been the connection between peers 

within groups and how the situated nature of the learning has allowed a type of 

apprenticeship model (Herrington & Oliver, 1995) to evolve that allows students, 

interacting with each other through activities and social interactions in authentic 

ways to become embedded in the environment and also engaged in 

observation of other learners within their own community of practice (Smith, 

1998); within my research students functioned as game players immersed in a 

narrative that saw them engage with their environment, gather content and 

discover and learn more about technologies in the built environment.  Reeves 

(1993) discusses the relationship between interactive multimedia environments 

and the potential for simulation in allowing situated apprenticeship to take place. 

In my study the combined immersive qualities of the game-play narrative 

alongside the use of the ARIS application created a unique and immersive 

scenario within which students were able engage with peers and follow 

personalized pathways through the learning while simultaneously undertaking 

roles as apprentices with common learning goals. At this point students were 

clearly involved in meaning-making that was taking place outside of regular 

classroom instructional dynamics, with understanding and connection building 

taking place through game-play and other interactions - both interpersonal and 
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also in-app within the iPad ARIS application, as they followed instructions or 

gathered new data to be synthesized and utilized later as part of assessment 

procedures.  

 

In addition to the three core areas of the proposed model and set of principles 

sits the potential of personalisation (Pollard and James, 2004) via student 

pathways through the learning material within a games-based and situated 

approach. Within learning teams students were able during the ARIS research 

to complete tasks at their own pace and also choose tasks based on discovery 

and play outcomes dependent on the dynamic of each group. It is therefore 

possible to use ARIS and students’ mobility across campus to allow learners to 

follow trajectories of their choosing allowing different objectives and tasks to be 

addressed or to be undertaken at a different pace. As students have the 

freedom to move around campus using the affordances of the iPad to gather 

data they were uniquely placed to participate in the construction of their own 

learning, with hands-on, self-directed approach that is intended to foster self-

direction as a core inquiry-lead learning skill. 

 

With the potential of the gaming and narrative format an instructional designer 

may have the capability to build multiple branching narratives (Squire, 2013) 

within an augmented and situated application such as ARIS that would allow 

learners to utilize location and place based functionality and affordances of 

mobile devices to take part in multiple personalised situated experiences; in the 

case of this research students were able to use this freedom to decide on which 

tasks to accomplish first or which data set they needed to gather in order to 

compete a task. At other stages of the games missions students were free to 
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interview and talk with staff as well as virtual characters in-game. All of these 

potential directions and data points and interactive opportunities highlight the 

great potential of personalisation of the learning experience at the nexus of the 

proposed principles outlined in this research.  
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Chapter$6.$ Recommendations$
!
 

This study has sought through a design-based research approach within a K12 

setting to understand more fully the place of mobile and situated games-based 

learning and its potential to harness emerging educational technologies and 

applications to take learning out of the classroom. My study has looked closely 

at current research and thinking within the fields of games-based and situated 

learning alongside literature on technological affordances of mobile devices 

such as iPads. I have sought through an iterative design approach to apply 

theoretical models and principles directly into the learning environment while 

concurrently observing and documenting ongoing student response and 

engagement with learning designs as well as observation of ongoing interaction 

with the games-based app ARIS. Findings of my research have pointed to a set 

of principles and a potential model of mobile and situated games-based 

learning. These principles have emerged through the ongoing research and are 

relevant to ongoing research in the field. As educators and instructional 

designers I believe that we can gain valuable insight into our learning designs 

and consequently the impact of those designs on leaners through the 

embedded approach of DBR and the potential of this approach in allowing 

educators the potential to witness the successes and failures of instructional 

interventions in real time as learning is taking place. My research points towards 

the great potential for testing newly emerging educational technologies and 

their affordances directly in the learning environment as soon as they become 

available; this will help educators gain first hand knowledge of how technologies 

may impact teaching in a timely fashion as those technologies come on stream 

at an ever quickening pace. Online tools and services as well as increasingly 
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sophisticated mobile and wearable computing devices are entering the 

educational landscape at an exponential rate. As educators as well as 

educational establishments come under increasing pressure to implement and 

incorporate these technologies there will be a parallel pressure to understand 

how they impact learning and cognition. My research study by taking a DBR 

approach hopes to have highlighted a way forward for other educators and 

instructional designers to study educational technologies alongside their 

learning in a way that allows for the creation of future models as well as 

principles which may be enacted directly, thereby allowing an effective way to 

make sense of the vast array of online tools and services that arrive daily. 

As a result of my research study I have developed a potential model and set of 

principles that may be used by educator and designers wishing to implement 

mobile games-based and situated learning opportunities. Those principles are 

outlined as below: 

1. Gameplay: Motivation and Engagement 

o Affinity Space 

o Narrative 

o Play 

2. Technological Affordances of Mobile Devices 

o Learning flow 

o Social Activity and Interaction 

o On-the-move 

3. Situated Learning 

o Location-based 

o Meaning-making 

o Apprenticeship 

o Virtual and real-world interplay  
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Furthermore my research has concluded that in order to understand more fully 

how these principles may be implemented or tested in the learning environment 

that a larger test environment incorporating multiple student groups as well as 

testing across multiple subject areas or organizations takes place, in order to 

gain a deeper understanding of the potential of mobile and situated games-

based learning on the learner and the teaching environment. A set of 

recommendations may be summarized as: 

!
o That educators embark on design-based research studies as a way to 

further research and analyse educational technology use in and out of 
the classroom 
!

o The inclusion of mobile devices into the learning environment to enhance 
learning opportunities – offering potential for augmented and situated 
learning 
!

o Use of games-based applications and techniques to enhance 
engagement, interaction and motivation amongst learners 
!

o Placing learning in context as well as directly into the environment in 
order to harness the potential of experiential discovery and situated 
learning!
!

o Incorporating play as an integral dynamic of place-based and games-
based learning – meeting learners on their own turf!

!
o The importance of student personalization of learning experiences using 

mobile devices – student management of the device offers flexibility and 
autonomy!

!
o Efforts should be made by educators to understand more fully the impact 

on teaching and learning of m-learning and the potential of ever 
increasing functionality and soon to be wearable devices and their 
potential as learning tools 
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